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It’s all happening here
If there was just one feeling that overpowered the exuberance
of individual winners at the recently concluded Entertainers Connect
LIVE Quotient Awards, it would have to be an appreciation of the
community at large. Every entertainer that makes for the most
integral part of a LIVE experience was celebrated that evening, with
many winners themselves dedicating their awards to all participants
and finalists in their category. The feeling that each individual left
with, was that of gratitude to a well-deserving and long-serving
stakeholder of the experiential marketing industry -- the entertainers!
From closing the year with the felicitation of LIVE performers
to opening the year in anticipation of award-winning experiential
campaigns, the transition has kept spirits high. Entries to the fifth
edition of the WOW Awards are now open, and as registrations trickle
in, the jury comes together and prepares for what the year gone by
benchmarked as the most effective experiential marketing campaigns.
And finally, in keeping with the spirit and habit of the industry
we represent, we wish each one of you a very eventful and successful
2013! May your accomplishments continue to be our reason to thrive...
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Promo Power

To add to the festivities of Christmas, Everything Goes!
Communications brought the European
countryside themed activation ‘Growel
Snow-Well’ to Mumbai’s Growel’s 101
Mall in Kandivali. The activation started
on Dec. 18 and ended on Jan. 1, 2013.
EG! ideated and executed the activation
where customers experienced snowfall for
the first time in Mumbai.
Vjay Dewan, Chief Creative Guardian, EG! Communications
said: “Customers were transported into a European winter world.
There was a huge emphasis on décor and unique décor elements
had been installed to complete the ambience.”

Liberty strengthens brand image
with road show activities
Liberty set out on a multi-state road show to keep the buzz
alive around its fashion footwear product category. Launched on
Oct. 17 in Haryana, the road show came to
an end on Dec. 21 covering 40 towns and
100 showrooms of Liberty Foot Fashion.
Rashi Entertainment was given the
mandate of managing the show.
Rajeev Jain, Director, Rashi
Entertainment, said: “As they were coming up with new product
line, Liberty wanted to convey the message and at the same time
gauge the market sentiments through this activity. We have been
managing Liberty’s many BTL activations, product launches,
dealer meets, etc.”

Encompass executes month-long Provogue celebrates talent with
Zee TV’s Sa Re Ga Ma Pa
campaign for Gillette
Gillette launched a new ‘Shave or Crave’ campaign in November
which was executed by Encompass.
Taking place in Hyderabad, Mumbai,
Chennai Lucknow, Indore and
Kolkata, the campaign culminated in
December. The campaign included a press conference and two events
titled Pyjama Protest and Shave for Bed.
Shyam Gursahani, Client Servicing Manager, Encompass, said:
“Encompass conceptualized the entire execution and designed the
set as well as managed the survey launch, Shave for Bed and Pyjama
Protest events. At the press meet, actresses Neha Dhupia and Malaika
Arora Khan unveiled the study results. Both the events depicted
the communicational message in the form of a live role play which
introduced the concept and the product in a novel way.”

Hot Wheels unveils Thrill Machine
for fans
As part of an initiative to deliver a thrilling experience
for Hot Wheels fans, Ogilvy
Mumbai conceptualized and
created a never before seen
thrilling experience - The Hot
Wheels Thrill Machine. The
vending machine is part of
a new initiative called The Hot Wheels Team Xtreme, which
is captained by actor Hrithik Roshan who launched the event,
which took place from Dec. 4 to 9 at Oberoi Mall and saw a
footfall of about 20,000 on the first day itself.
Pradyuman Tandon, Management Supervisor, Ogilvy Action
said: “Ogilvy specially hired a team of mechanical engineers to
create the more than 25 ft. tall vending machine using elaborate
Hot Wheels tracks. We have been their agency for eight years.”

Style brand Provogue celebrated talent with Zee TV’s popular
show ‘Sa Re Ga Ma Pa’ by launching its exclusive range for the show
and held mall promotions
for the same on Nov. 28 at
Infiniti Mall in Mumbai.
It was executed in-house by
Provogue, with Infiniti Mall as the venue partner. The idea was to
celebrate fashion through music along with promoting and styling
new talent.
Nikhil Chaturvedi, MD, Provogue, said: “Provogue launched its
‘Sa Re Ga Ma Pa’ collection, which represents the core essence of the
singing reality show. Contestants from the present season not only
entertained the audiences with their performances but also walked
the ramp alongside. Provogue models inaugurated the exclusive
apparel range at the mall in full public view.”

Shivam Autozone conducts ‘The
Shivam Maruti Treasure Hunt’
Mumbai Maruti Suzuki car dealer Shivam Autozone
conducted ‘The Shivam
Maruti Treasure Hunt’ on
Dec. 16 where anyone with a
Maruti car could participate
individually or with a team
of up to five people for
each car. The hunt was designed to test the clue-cracking skills,
geographical knowledge and general knowledge of participants.
Rishi Goel, Director & CEO, Shivam Autozone, said: “We
wanted to do something special for Maruti owners and we loved
the idea of a treasure hunt since it was something different
and wasn’t done before. It goes well with our brand message of
‘Living the Change.’ We at Shivam Maruti believe in continuous
engagement and activities with our customers.”

For latest updates on events and on-ground promotions from across India, log on to www.eventfaqs.com

EG! Communications manages
‘Growel Snow-Well’
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Usha International participates in
Kisan Expo 2013

Tourism Queensland organizes
four-city road show seminar

The 20th Kisan Expo took place from Dec. 12 to 16 at the
International Exhibition Centre in
Moshi, near Pune. It is said to be
India’s largest show in agriculture
and brings decision makers and
opinion leaders in agriculture on a
common platform. Swastika Entertainment managed the designer
stall of Usha’s power products at the expo.

Queensland on Tour visited
Delhi, Chennai, Kolkata and
Mumbai as part of its annual travel
and trade road show seminar in
the last week of November. With over 500 Indian travel and tourism
agencies in attendance, the seminars involved presentations made by
21 representatives from across travel, hospitality, aviation and tourism
sectors on the future and on-going promotional plans for Queensland.

Amit Verma, Director, Swastika Entertainment, said:
“Swastika fabricated stalls for Usha’s power products - engines,
electrical motors and pumps - which were displayed on a large scale
to showcase their new and innovative products. This display is
essentially an advertisement for Usha’s lesser known products.”

Paul Buggy, International Director for Tourism - India, Middle
East & Korea, said: “At the road show we invite various suppliers from
Queensland/Australia and they interact directly with the travel agents
here. They get first-hand experience where they visualize the products
in Queensland with the help of presentations, discussions, etc.”

Zee TV’s Russian delegates visit
Mumbai

CS Direkt manages Microsoft
Enterprise Day

Zee TV’s Russian delegates visited Mumbai for five days in the
last week of November and Swastika Entertainment was appointed
to manage their visit. These delegates were invited by the Zee
International team to see and experience the
TV industry personally.

Microsoft Enterprise Day, a three-city event launched in
November, will from hereon take place twice a year. The property
has been developed with
the aim of introducing new
Microsoft products and services
to the enterprise customers.
The event was executed by CS Direckt and took place in Mumbai,
Bangalore and Delhi on Nov. 20, 22 and Dec. 5 respectively.

Amit Verma, Director, Swastika
Entertainment, said: “We planned and
executed their trip to Mumbai which included
their visit to many famous and iconic local
places. We had to manage the entire tour
which included airport pick-up and drop, city tour and travel with
famous local markets visit, local sightseeing, film studio visits and
interaction with the artists. We planned lunch for them at Sahara
Star Hotel and Mainland China.”

Encompass executes Nielsen
Consumer 360 Conference

Sanjeev Pasricha, MD and CEO, CS Direkt Group, said: “Our
idea was to showcase the Microsoft proposition through demos
and focused sessions that demonstrate the seamless integration of
solutions across devices. It was a much needed technical session
post the launch of Microsoft Windows 8 to help give a hands-on
experience of the new product to understand its many features,
apps and integrated devices.”

Maverick Entertainment executes
Lakshadweep Pavilion at IITF

The annual Nielsen Consumer 360 Conference was executed
by Encompass on Nov. 28 at J.W.
Marriott, Mumbai. The marketer’s
conference followed the theme of
‘Uncover an Uncommon India’
which introduced a new and
different perspective overall. The event witnessed big marketing
honchos from diverse sectors sharing their expert opinions,
factoids and ideas with the audience.

The President of India, Pranab
Mukherjee, inaugurated the 32nd India
International Trade Fair on Nov. 14. The
annual fair concluded on Nov. 27 and
took place at Pragati Maidan in Delhi.
This year’s theme was ‘Skilling India.’ Maverick Entertainment was
appointed by the Government of Lakshadweep to create a pavilion
for them at the fair.

Deepti Bhatia, Account Director, Client Servicing,
Encompass, said: “Revolving around the uncommon sense of
consumer, the discussions involved topics such as emergence of
demand, India’s digital consumer, emergence of India’s next wave
of shoppers and Neuro Marketing. The conference was attended
by 400 top marketing wizards across various sectors.”

Saif Abdali, Founder, Maverick Entertainment, commented:
“IITF saw a participation of 7,000 exhibitors, including overseas
participation from 28 countries, representing over 350 companies.
A large number of domestic and foreign business persons visited
the fair which attracted trade delegations from 73 countries. About
one million general visitors were at the fair.”

For latest updates on events and on-ground promotions from across India, log on to www.eventfaqs.com
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Live

Converse Inc. via its Indian licensee, Planet Sports, the sports
division of Pantaloon Retail India
Ltd., launched a music initiative called
The Converse Original Band which
is a nation wide hunt for emerging
talent. Initiated in October, the contest
culminated in Mumbai on Dec. 16
at Bandra Fort Amphitheatre where
Parikrama were judges for the grand finale.
Madhumita Dutta, Marketing Chief, Pantaloons, Converse
and Planet Sports said: “The Converse Original Band Hunt
perseveres to promote the indie music scene in India while
showcasing and recognizing original talent.”

Canon celebrates anniversary of
Indo-Japanese strategic relations
To commemorate 60 years of diplomatic relations between
India and Japan, Canon India
participated in the grand finale
event held at India Gate Lawns in
Delhi on Dec. 1 and showcased
spectacular Japanese fireworks, visual arts and music. Earlier this
year, Canon India had participated in Japan Next Quality Products
Show that was held in Delhi.
Kazutada Kobayashi, President and CEO, Canon India said:
“It’s been fifteen years since Canon started its operations on the
Indian soil. Since India and Japan have completed 60 years of
economic relations, this is a great opportunity to build stronger and
closer bond of friendship and business between the two.”

Second edition of Veet ‘Be the
Diva’ concludes
Veet organised the second edition of its annual property ‘Be
the Diva’ on Dec. 14 at Vivanta by Taj
President in Mumbai. This year, Veet
partnered with celebrity management
firm, KWAN, due to its expertise at
managing talent so that the participants
get the best opportunities possible.
Chander Mohan Sethi, Senior VP
and Regional Director, South East Asia, Reckitt Benckiser (Veet),
said: “Through this platform, Veet provides the ‘girl next door’
an opportunity to be a known face in beauty and fashion. In its
second year, Be the Diva has reached out to twice the number
of aspiring young ladies giving them a platform to reach their
dreams. It was promoted digitaly and via college activations.”

Grammy nominees Strunz and
Farah perform in India
Renowned acoustic guitarists and Grammy nominees Jorge
Strunz and Ardeshir Farah
performed in India as part of the
Music Gurus concert series. Strunz
and Farah performed on Dec.
4 in Mumbai at the Tata Theatre NCPA and on Dec. 5 in New
Delhi at Siri Fort Auditorium Complex. Promoted by Indigo Live,
Music Gurus is a branded concert series that aims to showcase
musicians from across the world with expertise in different genres.
Shom Jagtiani, Director, Indigo Live said: “The objective is
to showcase international talent that is lesser known in India. We
want to help grow the Indian fan following for international folk/
jazz/ethnic/fusion/crossover music in India.”

World’s no.1 DJ Armin van
Buuren on his way to India in 2013 Nat Geo Wild hold The Wild Wild
West in Gurgaon
Sunburn and Submerge are bringing world no. 1 DJ Armin
van Buuren to India this summer to
celebrate the 600th episode of his
iconic radio show - A State of Trance
(ASOT). He has been ranked at no.1
for a record five times. Mumbai is the
selected city for his 2013 world tour
which would see about 15,000 people attend on March 16. He will
also celebrate the 12th birthday of ASOT.
Armin van Buuren said: “Home to more than 18 million
people and a real melting pot of cultures and lifestyles, it shares
the same unifying character as my music. That’s exactly why
Mumbai forms the perfect place for A State of Trance 600 - The
Expedition. We’re once again working with our long-time partners
in India - Submerge, Sunburn and Nikhil Chinapa - to bring
ASOT 600 to Mumbai.”

The Wild Wild Fest, a music festival organised by Nat Geo
Wild, revolved around experiencing the wild while expressing and
living in the raw, took place on Dec.
22 at Zorba, Gurgaon. The event was
executed by Chic Management Services
Pvt. Ltd.The jungle themed event had
one live stage and one DJ set stage with a line up of 15 artists,
an augmented reality tunnel, a flea market, wild café, photo
exhibition, graffiti wall, etc.
Shikhar Sidharth, MD, Chic Management Services, said:
“While walking through the augmented reality tunnel, attendees
were able to feel the jungle wildness by passing through water,
snow, aqua life and animals which were created through
projections. It was a bit of a challenge for us to create a 360 degree
experience at the event. There were about 2,500 attendees.”

For latest updates on events and on-ground promotions from across India, log on to www.eventfaqs.com
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Buddh International Circuit host
Sidvin Festival of Speed

Brand Connect execute
Bengaluru Midnight Marathon

Buddh International Circuit in Greater Noida hosted the
Sidvin Festival of Speed from Dec. 1
to 2. Close to 125 top drivers from
Asia-Pacific, Europe and India came
together to participate in the final
rounds of the region’s most coveted racing championships. These
included the finale of JK Racing Asia Series (JKRAS) 2012, the JK
Tyre-Volkswagen Polo-R Cup, the 15th JK Tyre-FMSCI National
Racing Championship 2012 and Round 2 of the MRF Challenge.

The Bengaluru Midnight Marathon, a property which is
owned by Rotary Bangalore IT
Corridor took place on Dec. 15. The
sixth edition of the marathon featured
pre and post-race day events. Brand
Connect Communications Pvt. Ltd.
was signed on as the official promoter of the event for a period
of three years. They were entrusted with all the management
responsibilities, including engagement and permission requisites.

Sanjay Sharma, Motorsport Head, JK Tyre & Industries Ltd.,
said: “The festival gave about 10,000 motorsport aficionados an
opportunity to enjoy unmatched racing action over one pulsating
weekend. It also had a slew of interesting events at the sidelines
of the race for the motorsport enthusiasts in attendance. The
weekend was an extravaganza unlike any witnessed before.”

Viraf Sutaria, President, Rotary Bangalore said: “We were
very impressed with the vision and strategic road map shared by
Brand Connect which we felt would enable Bengaluru Midnight
Marathon to move to the next level.”

Queensland to host Maharaja’s
Cup 2013
India and Queensland’s cultural relationship is reaching
new heights, with Queensland being
announced as the host for India’s
exclusive Maharaja’s Cup polo
tournament in 2013. The event will
take place in Queensland’s Gold Coast
on April 13, 2013, and will promote
Australia-India business relations.
Campbell Newman, Queensland Premier, said: “The hosting
of the 2013 Maharaja Cup is a milestone in the cultural exchange
between the two regions. The tournament is proposed to move
between India and Australia annually.”

KOOH Sports launches new
sports initiative - SpeedStar

Kingfisher Premium Corporate
5s Final takes place in Bangalore
The grand national finals of the 12th edition of the Kingfisher
Premium Corporate 5s, a football tournament
meant to promote sports among corporates, was
held in Bangalore on Nov. 25 at the SPT Sports
Academy. The event, which was conceptualised
and conducted for the first time in 2001 by
SPT Sports Management Pvt. Ltd. with only 10
participating teams then, travelled to Bangalore, Delhi, Hyderabad
and Mumbai this year and saw 140 corporate teams in both the men
and ladies categories.
Kanishk Saran, VP, SPT Sports Management said: “Bangalore
won the finals for the first time, while Delhi came second and
Hyderabad came third. The event was promoted through radio, direct
mailers, corporate promotions including corporate poster campaigns,
pub promotions with Kingfisher, etc. The event also aired on leading
sports channels and had a following on radio and sports magazines.”

Vodafone initiates campaign to
promote cycling in Mysore

SpeedStar aims to track India’s fastest and youngest running
sensations for a 100
meter sprint. The
press conference
for the property
launch took place at Four Seasons in Mumbai on Dec. 19. At the
launch, famous athlete and runner P.T. Usha was announced as
the official brand ambassador who will play an instrumental role
in promoting the event.

The ‘Cycle to light up the Mysore Palace’ campaign, an
initiative by Vodafone to promote cycling in the city and spread
awareness on its various health benefits,
took place recently in Mysore. The
campaign, which used the old age idea
of generating electricity from a cycle, was
executed by Bates.

Prabhu Srinivasan, CEO, KOOH Sports said: “The first
edition will visit a total of 11 locations namely Mumbai, Pune,
Ahmedabad, Delhi, Chandigarh, Lucknow, Bangalore, Chennai,
Kolkata, Hyderabad and Sonepat covering 600 schools and 20,000
children. The efforts will be channelized in creating interest and
awareness about running as a form of sport.”

Apoorva Mehrotra, Business Head - Karnataka, Vodafone
India, said: “For the campaign, 10 stationary cycles were placed at
the palace, each connected with a generator and battery. When
people cycled, batteries got charged and lit part of the palace every
day. In eight days of activity more than 17,000 people generated
approximately 55,000 watts of energy.”

For latest updates on events and on-ground promotions from across India, log on to www.eventfaqs.com
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Media Active

Fever Entertainment is bringing the popular cartoon
character Ben 10 and his gang live to
India for the first time. There will be live
shows scheduled between Jan. 30 and
Feb. 3 in 2013 at Siri Fort Auditorium,
New Delhi. Over 30,000 people are
expected to attend over the five days.
Harshad Jain, Business Head of Radio and Entertainment,
HT Media Ltd. (Fever), said: “Partners and sponsors will promote
the show through their own channels and in return will get to
engage with a large number of people through 18 shows.”

3rd edition of KAFF NDTV Good
Times Food Awards concludes
India’s lifestyle channel NDTV Good Times brought the third
edition of the KAFF NDTV Good Times Food Awards for its
viewers this month. The awards honoured
the best in the food industry at a gala
night on Dec. 3 at The Westin, Gurgaon.
70 EMG were appointed to execute the
ceremony. The event was attended by
hotel chains, stand alone restaurants,
restaurateurs, chefs, food writers, critics and bloggers, etc.
Shibani Sharma Khanna, Channel Head, NDTV Good
Times said: “Last year, we introduced the Viewer’s Choice
Awards category and this edition we brought in a new element
by celebrating the perfect recipe with Meet The Chef sessions.
Since NDTV opened the NDTV Food Awards experience to
their consumers for the very first time, NDTV employed a mix of
traditional and targeted media vehicles to reach out to consumers,
the industry and the trade fraternity across print, television, social
media, online and OOH.”

Khiladi 786 associates with MTS
for promotions
Bollywood movie Khiladi 786
associated with SSTL’s mobile telecom
service brand, MTS, for promotions.
3rd Rock International (India) Pvt. Ltd.
launched the co-branded campaign for
the movie in the last week of November
that went on for a few days after the film’s
release which took place on Dec. 7.
Aarnavv Shirsat, CMD, 3rd
Rock International (India) Pvt. Ltd., said: “Our role was to
conceptualize, implement and execute the entire promotional
activity. The campaign included hoardings, print ads, bus panels,
etc. Branding also took place at over 450 MTS outlets.”

94.3 Radio One’s Desi Grooves
Festival kicks off
94.3 Radio One on Dec. 7 kicked off a month long
celebration by introducing the
Desi Grooves Festival as part of its
completion of four years. The month
long festival is taking place every
Friday at F-Bar in Bangalore and is
being executed in-house. The special
performances will see stars like
Bipasha Basu actually DJing at the console for Radio One.
Shyju Varkey, Station Director and National Marketing Head,
Radio One, said: “The festival is playing desi, pop, commercial,
progressive, retro as well as house music.”

Showhouse’s multi-media division
produces ‘The Last Act’
Royal Stag’s Large Short Films label brought together India’s
first collaborative feature film The Last Act. Showhouse Events’
multi-media division Showhouse
Films produced the movie that was
directed by Anurag Kashyap, Sudhir
Mishra and Chakri Toleti. They selected 12 directors from 12
different Indian cities and each director was assigned to make a
ten-minute film which was then made into a 120-minute feature
film. The film premiered on Dec. 12 at PVR Cinemas in Mumbai.
Omer Haider, MD, Showhouse Events and Showhouse Films,
said: “The film is being treated like any normal feature film, with
music, theatrical and promo release. The post-production partner
is Reliance MediaWorks and the outdoor partner is Bright
Outdoor Media Pvt. Ltd.”

Astral Poly Technik Ltd.
co-brands with Dabangg 2
Astral Poly Technik Ltd. co-branded
themselves with the Bollywood movie
Dabangg 2 which released in December
around Christmas time. Actor Salman
Khan was seen waving an Astral pipe
in the movie as part of the whole copromotional tie up.
Sandeep Engineer, MD, Astral, said: “We designed their
whole marketing plan. The co-branding deal between Astral and
Dabangg 2 include film integration of the Astral product, on-air
and off-air co-promotion through a co-branded TV promos,
outdoor sites, radio spots, store level branding such as posters and
danglers, digital banners and on-ground promotions including
press conference presence along with meet and greet sessions with
the Dabangg star cast.”

For latest updates on events and on-ground promotions from across India, log on to www.eventfaqs.com

Fever Entertainment to bring
cartoon character Ben 10 to India
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Industry Watch

Destination

Events

Lavasa city organizes experience zone

RMAI Corporate
Awards 2012 to be
held in January

In a bid to promote Lavasa, which is reportedly independent India’s first planned
hill city near Pune, to home buyers and prospective business partners, Lavasa Corp.
setup ‘Lavasa Experience Zone’ in New Delhi. The promotional activity, which took
place from Nov. 30 to Dec. 2, allowed customers to have a 3D view of the whole city.
Anuradha Paraskar, Senior VP, Marketing & Sales, Lavasa Corp. Ltd., said: “It is
being developed over 23,000 acres of land. It was promoted in the past through full page
print advertisements in national media and the web and the ‘Lavasa Experience Zone’
was used to further educate people about the city.”

Italy promotes itself as destination

ENIT - Italian State Tourist Board organized a three-city exhibition, ‘Italia Comes To
You.’ Spanning over five days each to promote Italy as a tourist destination highlighting
its multifaceted features and aspects, the exhibition took place in Mumbai, Delhi and
Bangalore and culminated on Dec. 21.
Ivano Fucci, Project Coordinator, Italia Comes to You said: “The exhibition showed
a kaleidoscopic view of the Italian culture through various exhibit events such as fashion
shows, cultural performances, film festivals, seminars by Italian fashion and educational
institutes, B2B meetings, gala dinners, and other interesting activities.”

Prague and Czech Republic get promoted as
congress organizers
The Prague Convention Centre was visited by 150 000 delegates who brought the city
the turnover of more than 1 billion CZK last year. Prague annually hosts more than 900
000 congress and conference participants.
Zdeněk Giormani, Czech Convention Bureau Head said: “Czech Convention Bureau
is the umbrella that covers the regional convention bureaux. Today, we are no longer
behind the Iron Curtain, but Prague is still an interesting destination - attractive due to
its culture and excellent location in Europe. However, the competition is increasing, and
to win a congress, it is necessary to be active in the international association.”

TCEB promotes itself as MICE destination
through campaign

The Thailand Convention and Exhibition Bureau (TCEB) has launched a new
campaign to help Thailand’s meetings industry gear up to meet the new ISO20121
global sustainability standards and position the industry to serve the needs of European
organizations and MICE operators committed to corporate social responsibility.
TCEB’s Acting Director of the Meetings Industry Department, Vichaya
Soonthornsaratoon said: “As part of the campaign, TCEB is offering financial incentives
of up to € 25,000 for EU-based groups bringing large corporate events to Thailand. The
campaign will run until 30 September, 2013. Thailand will be the second country in the
world to implement the standard for the MICE industry.”

The 4th Rural Marketing Association of
India (RMAI) Corporate Awards 2012
for Excellence in Rural Marketing and
Communications is scheduled to be held
on Jan. 18, 2013, at Hotel Oodles in
Chattarpur, New Delhi.

United Welfare Trust
and Shailendra Singh
launch Made In India
initiative

The initiative was launched on Dec. 19 at
the Percept Office in Mumbai. With an
aim to promote, celebrate and build brand
India, it is a non-profit movement that will
only highlight the positives of the country
through its many initiatives.

7th edition of Media
and Marketing Show
kicks off

The 7th edition of theMedia and
Marketing Show (MMS) kicked off on Dec.
4 at the Dubai International Conference
and Exhibition Centre (DICEC) with
participation from significant players in
the region’s marketing industry.

Corporate Talent
Championship
culminates with
grand finale
The grand finale took place on Dec.
14 at Rang Sharda Bhavan, Mumbai.
CTC, which is a competition to find
the best acting, singing and dancing
talents from the corporate world, was
launched by engage4more, an integrated
staff engagement and employer branding
company.

EduMedia gives
Sri Lanka gets promoted as tourist destination holistic view on
in top ‘outbound tourists’ cities of China
upcoming Decoding
The Embassy of Sri Lanka in Beijing together with the Sri Lanka Tourism Promotion
Bureau and Sri Lankan Airlines organised a series of events to promote Sri Lanka as a
Kids Conclave
tourist destination in Shanghai, Hangzhou and Chengdu in China, with a view to attract
Chinese tourists to Sri Lanka including those who will be travelling overseas during the
Chinese “Spring Festival” holiday in February 2013.

The Sri Lankan and Chinese travel operators appreciated the Road Shows as they had
provided them with a platform for closer interaction enabling them to establish direct
business partnerships with reputed Chinese / Sri Lankan travel operators.

With less than a month left for the
Decoding Kids Conclave, an EduMedia
initiative scheduled to take place next
year on Jan. 16 at The Lalit, Mumbai, a
number of speakers from all walks of life
have come on board to take us through
various marketing related topics.
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Venues

Developments

CEI Asia votes HKCEC as Asia’s best convention Percept reveals plans
centre
to list Percept Live on
The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC) has been voted ‘Asia’s
the NYSE
Best Convention and Exhibition Centre’ for the tenth time by readers of CEI Asia - the
region’s premier magazine for the MICE and business events industry. This award-winning
306,000 sqm area opened in 1988 and offers 91,500 sqm of rentable space.
Monica Lee-Müller, MD, HKCEC Management Ltd. said: “The HKCEC oversees
administration, marketing, booking, scheduling, event co-ordination, maintenance and
security. Over 1,200 events are held at the HKCEC every year including exhibitions, etc.

Liverpool exhibition centre moves a step closer
Liverpool has moved closer to being home to a new exhibition centre after ISG was
selected as the principal contractor for the development. ISG will take on the £40 million
project which will see the creation of the facility in the Kings Dock area of the Merseyside
city. Officials have said that work will get underway in autumn 2013 with a completion
date earmarked for the spring of 2015.
David McDonnell, Chairman, ACC Liverpool, said: “The 8,00 sqm development
will incorporate a three-hall facility which will have an integrated hotel providing a
key location for visitors coming to the city. ISG was behind the 6,000-seater Olympic
velodrome in London which hosted famous victories for Team GB athletes.”

Greater Noida to hold Auto Expo 2014
The next edition of India’s flagship biennial automobile show, Auto Expo, will be
held from Feb. 6 to 12, 2014 at Greater Noida, moving away from the traditional venue
of Pragati Maidan.The Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers (SIAM) said the
change in timing and venue was mainly to avoid clash with the Detroit Auto Show and
unavailability of Pragati Maidan.
Vishnu Mathur, SIAM, General Director, SIAM said: “Lot of global CEOs who
wanted to be here have said to us that they could not because of their engagement with
the Detroit Auto Show. We will have 50,000 square metres of occupied space by exhibitors
as compared to less than 40,000 square metre that we had this year’s Auto Expo.”

Pune gets green light for massive MICE centre
After a long phase of investor apathy and governmental clearances, the Pune
International Exhibition and Convention Centre (PIECC) has finally been cleared
for construction. Scheduled for completion by 2017, the 97-hectare PIECC will boast
a staggering seating capacity of 20,000, with a floor area of 13,000m2. It will have
seven exhibition centres, a convention centre, a golf course, a five-star hotel, a business
complex, shopping malls and residences.

PIECC can expect a ready market, as automobile companies such as Land Rover,
General Motors, Fiat, Mercedes-Benz, Volkswagen and Tata Motors, which have
manufacturing bases in the vicinity, currently go to New Delhi for their auto shows and
conferences. This will be a boost for the MICE trade in India.

Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre
to be expanded

It is probably the most impressive venue in Australia with its long hall for exhibition
and a spectacular Convention Centre equipped with advanced technologies and food
facilities which would generally be expected in a stylish restaurant. The attributed
budget by Victoria State (where Melbourne is located) represents already US$ 19 million
(A$17.7 million) for the necessary expansion.
MCEC Executive Chief Tony Panetta said: “Melbourne is Australia’s leading
destination for medical and science research as well as a major financial centre in
Australia and Asia. The city is consequently a favourite for hosting medical, science and
health-related business events. They are some 250,000 professional visitors, including
some 50,000 foreign visitors, who come to Melbourne every year to an event at MCEC.”

Percept Ltd. has revealed plans to list its
newly launched subsidiary Percept Live
on the New York Stock Exchange with a
valuation of $1 billion by 2015-16. Percept
Live focuses on creating intellectual
properties across the arenas of sport,
entertainment and social media. It owns
IPs like Sunburn, Fight Night, Bollywood
Live, Lost, Superstar and Windsong.

Jetking Infotrain
appoints Percept H
and Percept Profile

Jetking Infotrain Ltd. recently appointed
Percept H and Percept Profile as its
advertising and communications agency,
respectively, to manage the brand’s media
presence. The mandate was to position
Jetking as a leader in providing quality
education in IT hardware networking.

Bata India appoints
DDB Mudra Delhi

Bata, has appointed DDB Mudra Delhi
as its dedicated integrated marketing
and communications agency to
shoulder marketing communication
responsibilities starting December 2012.
The announcement was made earlier this
month. DDB Mudra will be responsible
for strengthening the Bata brand and
highlighting its contemporary and youthful
product range.

Sanjay Shukla takes
on role of CEO of
Percept Activ

Sanjay Shukla was elevated from the
position of COO to CEO of Percept
Activ recently. He will be responsible
for business development, training and
manpower development, scaling up the
existing properties for clients in the brand
activation domain and paving the roadmap
for the overall business of Percept Activ.

CRI Events reveals
new brand identity

CRI Events Pvt. Ltd. has revamped its
brand identity, coming up with a more
vibrant, bonded yet full of life and fresh
outlook towards its business. The new
CRI Events logo resembles the symbol
of ‘Sigma’ which spells out the spirit of
bonding.
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“

Queensland on Tour

offers a great platform to build
strategic partnerships.”- Paul Buggy

Paul Buggy
Director of Tourism
Queensland for India,
Middle East and Korea

and tourism agencies in attendance.
Queensland on Tour is an annual
trade road show that visits key metros
in India as part of its promotional
events to boost the state tourism and
offer participating business partners an
opportunity to educate the key Indian
tourism agencies and achieve a larger
footprint in the market. Organized by
Tourism Queensland, this year the road
show visited Delhi, Chennai, Kolkata and
Mumbai and saw over 500 Indian travel

Giving ExM a broader and more holistic view of the show, Paul Buggy, International
Director of Tourism Queensland for India, Middle East and Korea, discussed details
about this visionary event in an exclusive interview with ExM.
What is the core idea behind the concept of the Indian road show and
particularly selecting the four metros?
The core idea is to highlight Queensland as a must visit destination for Indians. Each year,
we introduce new and exciting products for the consumers. Our Indian agents represent
us in the Indian market and a road show is an ideal platform to showcase our properties
to them.
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At the road show, we invite various
suppliers from Queensland, Australia, and
they interact directly with the travel agents
here. They get first hand experience where
they visualize the products in Queensland
with the help of presentations, discussions,
etc., and how to promote it, latest
developments, whether infrastructure,
event or otherwise, newest attractions,
future plans and goals.
The exchange of knowledge helps increase
understanding for both, which in turn,
will provide the tools to the agents with
which he/she can promote Queensland.
Nobody likes to go to a place they know
absolutely nothing about and travellers get
their information from their travel agents,
so educating them is a key responsibility.
As for the four metros selected, we were
looking to cover all regions of India,
namely north, south, east and west, and
Delhi, Chennai, Kolkata and Mumbai
being the key metropolitan cities in these
regions, we decided to include them on
our tour list.
Queensland on Tour offers a great
platform to build strategic partnerships
with our Indian trade partners. The sales
mission helps travel trade promote, plan
and organize quality holidays to suit client
requirements. In India, leisure products
travel through a network of intermediaries
before reaching the end consumer. With
the growing number of tour operators
and travel agencies distributed across the
country, it becomes essential to create
brand awareness and educate the trade
about the destination and its offerings.
Will this event act as a gateway
for promoting Queensland tourism
in India? How will brands benefit
by participating in the Queensland
Tour?
Definitely…Our annual road shows open
new doorways to package Queensland
in a unique format that can be used by
tour operators to familiarize themselves
on the destination. Our biggest strength
when talking about Queensland to the
Indian traveller is a thorough knowledge
and understanding of their needs,
requirements and travel patterns. Tradebased events help in expanding the
operators’ base, increasing visibility and

enhancing understanding of the destination. The Indian luxury outbound market is still
a growing segment for Tourism Queensland. Destinations like Hamilton Island, Hayman
Island, Lizard Island and luxury accommodations like Palazzo Versace in Gold Coast have
seen a tremendous increase over the years in the number of Indian guests.
The success of the road shows in the previous years and the continued growth of
tourist arrivals from India have propelled a huge interest from our product market in
Queensland. The annual road shows offer visiting exhibitors the ideal opportunity, and
forum, to make important business contacts and to use those contacts to sell destination
Queensland in India. Moreover, veteran participants enjoy increased referral business
through these trade shows.
Queensland on Tour this year attracted 22 participants including Queensland attractions,
hotels, inbound tour operators and airlines. The event saw industry veterans along with
first-time products interacting with the travel trade. Each product offered a wide spectrum
of services to allure the Indian traveller to Queensland.
How will this project benefit the economies of both the countries?
It is a win-win situation for both countries, we on one hand will get visibility in the Indian
travel and tourism market along with many tourists, the Indian agencies on the other
hand would get business, our endeavours are always to bring progress to our agencies and
delight to our tourists. Economy-wise all the cultural exchanges that take place between
Queensland and India, are bound to bring economic prosperity to both nations.
How is Queensland expanding the MICE potential that the state offers?
What incentives and facilities are being offered to the interested entities?
Queensland destinations like Cairns and Gold Coast have convention bureaus set up to
handle the requirements of the MICE segment from across the globe. Individual hotels,
attractions and other properties that have the infrastructure to support this segment of
travel are also equipped with management to cater to MICE. The destination itself works
as an incentive in most cases; however, companies can rely on these entities to secure
better deals and in kind support to enhance their experience in the destination.

The audience being addressed at the Queensland on Tour
Roadshow in Chennai
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”Percept Live’s overseas
listing will spark a trend and
inspire others.”- Harindra Singh

Harindra Singh
Vice Chairman and
Managing Director,
Percept Ltd.

Percept Ltd. recently revealed plans to
list its newly launched subsidiary Percept
Live on the New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE) with a valuation of $1 billion
by 2015-16. Percept Live is a global
entity that has been established with the
aim to create and develop intellectual
properties across a wide spectrum of
sport, entertainment and social media
space.
Percept is currently infusing Rs. 200
crore in Percept Live out of which
Rs. 50 crore raised will specifically be

channelized towards producing innovative IPs with a global appeal. In a conversation
with ExM, Harindra Singh, Vice Chairman and Managing Director, Percept Ltd.,
discusses the move and is hoping it starts a trend of companies crossing boundaries
and venturing out globally.
What was the reason behind listing Percept Live on the NYSE? Why not
an Indian listing or for that matter in any other market?
Percept Live is a global entertainment company that focuses on creating intellectual
properties in the arenas of sport, entertainment and social media. In India, people
still have a mental block towards investing in companies with non-tangible assets. In
the entertainment business, the assets we create are purely non-tangible. Every time
we create an event, we bring everything together, and 24-hours later there is nothing
physical…nothing to show for it. The mental block witnessed in India towards non-
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tangible assets is not an issue overseas,
especially USA where many of the big
entertainment and media giants are
trading in non-tangible assets. We intend
to be the first Indian company of our
kind to list in that type of market.
What was the thought process
behind raising funds through
listing on a stock exchange? Is
this a common practice in the
experiential marketing industry in
other markets?
For years Indian companies have
imported ideas from our overseas
counterparts to entertain audiences
successfully, and yet surprisingly
failed to create indigenous media and
entertainment concepts that have
created a ripple with consumers across
the globe. But all that is changing now
and innovative Indian intellectual
properties are breaking barriers to find
greater connect and acceptance with
consumers across the globe. Percept Live
includes properties such as Sunburn,
Bollywood Live, Superstar, Fight Night
which are capital intensive and need to
be scaled up on a year on year basis in
order to meet audience expectations.

space will be motivated into thinking out-of-the-box and developing innovative and
engaging IPs that can cut across geographical and demographic barriers to become
relevant and successful overseas. We just need to think big, have conviction and just
go all out. Consumers will spend if the product is good.
What new brand positioning will Percept Live adopt now that it has
gone global? What IPs do Percept Live plans to create in line with its
global positioning?
Percept Live aims to be an even more highly evolved and edgy brand globally.
We want consumers to connect socially at these live platforms and take home
extraordinary memorable experiences to last a lifetime. Current IPs in the Percept
Live stable includes Sunburn, Fight Night and Bollywood Live. Percept Live has
already organised Sunburn in Mumbai, Delhi and overseas in Colombo, Sri Lanka
apart from five successful editions of the fest in Goa.
In 2013-15, Sunburn will travel further overseas to Singapore, Jakarta, Dubai,
Venezuela and Mexico. Sunburn has already expanded from its musical roots into
the burgeoning lifestyle space. Sunburn merchandise is already a hot seller and will
encompass apparel, accessories, F&B, online, gaming and many more items across
categories. Other brand extensions will include Sunburn club lounges, Sunburn
talent, music record and video labels, Sunburn Records, Sunburn Radio, and a
Sunburn Television property.

It only makes practical sense to list in a
market overseas where such non-tangible
assets can attain better valuations and
capital inflow that in a market that
is yet resistant to investing in such
properties. Better valuations and capital
inflow can only help us to scale up these
products and offer a phenomenal event
to consumers, thereby justifying the
conviction and trust placed in us by our
investors and shareholders. If you ask me
about whether this is a practice in the
other markets outside it certainly isn’t.

New IPs announced recently by Percept includes ‘Lost’ – the world’s first music
festival driven by culture, tradition and soul. Partnered with Arjun Rampal, this
unique fest will feature international and domestic talent across various live music
genres such as pop, rock, dubstep, house, reggae, metal and R&B. Another IP
launched in 2012 is ‘Superstar’ – India’s first validated DJ ranking initiative and
dedicated platform for the promotion of Indian DJs. Superstar has already featured
leading international DJs including Moguai, Prok + Fitch, Pete Tong and more
recently DJ David Guetta.

What does this step mean for the
event management industry in
India? Do you see this becoming a
trend in the future of companies
owning international IPs?

How much does Percept plan to raise from the listing? What is the size
of the stake of Percept Live that will be issued through the IPO and how
will Percept Live utilize the raised capital?

Our initiative to list Percept Live
overseas will definitely spark a trend and
inspire Indian entertainment, media
and experiential marketing companies to
go beyond territories and their comfort
zones. Indian companies in the M&E

An upcoming Percept Live IP is ‘Windsong’ – a festival of story telling through music
and arts which was launched on Dec. 24 and 25 in Goa. All these IPs and many more
to be announced shortly are sure fire ‘Game Changers’ for the EMC industry in the
years ahead!

The valuations and plans towards the listing are confidential and still WIP and details
will be communicated sooner to the period of the targeted listing.
Percept is already infusing INR 200 crore in Percept Live, of which INR 50 crore
raised will be used in creating innovative IP’s with global appeal as well as scaling
up the existing IP portfolio. We aim to tap live event audiences for IPs in the Live
Entertainment, Sports, Fashion, Digital and Media space. More details will be
communicated sooner to the period of the targeted listing.
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14 LIVE entertainers awarded at the
LIVE Quotient Awards 2012

The glittering ceremony took place at Amaanta, Delhi and CRI Events managed the grand finale.
By Karan Iyer

L-R: Yana Gupta (Best Dance Performer-Media Personality); Terrence Lewis (Best Dance Troupe / Choreographer), Khush
Rahul Vaidya (Best Singer / Performer - Male); Gitikka Ganju Dhar (Best Emcee - Female); Illuminati and Vilas Naik (Best
Micromax Entertainers Connect LIVE
Quotient Awards 2012, an extension
platform of EVENTFAQS’ Entertainers
Connect, which is the annual handbook
and online showcasing site for entertainers
from across the country, was held on Dec.
22 at Amaanta in Delhi NCR. Micromax
came on board as the title sponsor for
the property, which was executed by the
managing agency CRI Events and will be

telecast on UTV STARS in mid-January 2013.
The Event & Entertainment Management Association (EEMA) of India had played
an integral role in the process of short listing and judging for the awards. Amaanta, a
venture of E-Factor Entertainment, was the hospitality partner for the event, while Oneup
Productions and Modern Stage Service were the production partner and event technical
partner, respectively.
The Entertainers Connect LIVE Quotient Awards is a unique acknowledgement platform
that includes every genre of the Live entertainment space; these honours are decided
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Micromax Entertainers Connect

.

hi Soni (Best DJ); Parikrama (Best Band); Papa CJ (Best Stand-up / Comic Act); Nitin Arora (Best Emcee - Male);
t Innovative Act); Fictitious Dance Group (Best Dance Act)
through a multi-level voting system. Both
an esteemed jury and an audience at large
voted for their favourite and most engaging
entertainers, and only the most deserving
emerged as the winners.
As part of the association with EEMA, a
jury consisting of seasoned professionals
amongst EEMA members was responsible
for drawing the final shortlist for the EC

LIVE Quotient Awards 2012. This jury also validated the final winners post the industry
panel and audience voting of the shortlists. The jury included Brian Tellis President,
EEMA; Cherish Tota, VP - South, EEMA; Harish Babu, Member, EEMA and Samit
Garg, Joint Secretary - North, EEMA.
The winners were Nitin Arora for Best Emcee Male, Gitikka Ganju Dhar for Best Emcee
Female, Khushi Soni for Best DJ, Parikrama for Best Band, Fictitious Dance Group for
Best Dance Act, Terence Lewis Contemporary Dance Company for Best Dance Troupe/
Choreographer, Papa CJ for Best Stand-Up/Comic Act, Vilas Nayak and Illuminati for
Best Innovative Act, Rahul Vaidya for Best Singer/Performer Male, Anushka Manchanda
Pictures Courtesy: Prakash Tilokani
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The unveiling of EVENTFAQS’ new publication ExCel, by E-Factor Mentor & Chairman, Harish K Garg
for Best Singer/Performer Female, Gaurav
Kapur for Best Anchor (Media Personality)
Male, Gul Panag for Best Anchor (Media
Personality) Female, and Yana Gupta for
Best Dance Performer (Media Personality).
The awards show, hosted by Nitin Arora
and Former Miss India Nikita Anand,
and segment host Papa CJ, witnessed
the launch of Experiential Celebrations
magazine for the wedding and social
events industry. The event also witnessed
performances by singers Hari and
Sukhmani who were brought on-board
by Parikrama Inc., and Arif Lohar from
the Coke Studio fame who was roped
in by Touchwood Entertainment. Both
Parikrama and Touchwood were the
artist engagement partners for the event.
Rocking Films was the AV producer
partner and Glow Show came on board as
the entertainment engagement partner.

This score accounted to 50% in the final score.
Other event partners included E Positive Entertainment for pouring courtesy, Ravish
Kapoor Innovative Invitations was the invitations partner, PPL was the supporting
partner, PrakashTilokani Photography was the official photographer for the event,
Power Plus for Gensets and Heaters, TS5 Secure was the security partner, Rain O Shine
provided the trophies and FHB provided bar services. The event was also supported by
IPRS.

Industry panelists and jury played a crucial
role for the EC LIVE Quotient Awards by
recommending artists and helping in the
selection of winners. An esteemed panel
of 50 seasoned industry professionals
graded each artist online based on his/
her work in the Live entertainment space.

Partners to the Entertainers Connect LIVE Quotient Awards 2012
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Michael Menezes, Founder PresidentEEMA making the opening note

Hosts: Nitin Arora
and Nikita Anand

Jury Speaks: Samit Garg,
Joint Secretary - North, EEMA

Rajesh Varma,
General Secretary,
EEMA highlights the
‘Small Steps Towards
Sustainability’ taken
for the event

Sachin and Sameer Mutreja (EEMA members) present Davinder Wadhwa of Modern Stage Services with
a ‘Special Contribution to the Events and Entertainment industry award
Pictures Courtesy: Prakash Tilokani
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Arif Lohar and his band entertains audiences at the concert which followed the awards show. Act courtesy: Touchwood Entertainment

Shahdab Faridi and Mohomed Morani

Shupodip Pal, CMO, Micromax

The Martini Girl Act courtesy GlowShow

Arif Lohar concert in the glass
house at the venue Amaanta
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A full house at the first-ever Entertainers Connect LIVE Quotient Awards

Riaz Basha played host at the media lounge

Hari & Sukhmani perform during award ceremony. Act Courtesy: Parikrama Inc.

Papa CJ entertains audiences

Arif Lohar entertains audiences

Pictures Courtesy: Prakash Tilokani
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Do marathons serve as a platform
target audience?
By Parita Modi

Rajat Uppal

Anindya Datta

General Manager, Marketing,
93.5 Red FM

President and CMO,
YES Bank

Anything which makes the seller reach his target
audience works as a good platform. Marathons are
gaining a lot of popularity amongst the participants as
well as amongst the brand managers who are advertising
their brand(s) during these runs. Brands which have a
direct fit often associate with marathons.

YES Bank is delighted to be presenting the Bengaluru
Midnight Marathon with Rotary Bangalore IT
Corridor. This is an innovative community engagement
initiative on a health and wellness platform, and
further showcases YES Bank’s commitment to the
city of Bengaluru. As part of YES Bank’s responsible
banking ethos, the bank always focused on engaging
our branch serving area stakeholders on the platforms
of community well being. This initiative aligns well with
YES Bank’s brand premise of positivity and affirmation.
YES Bank, through its sports banking initiative, has
focused on promoting sports and sports infrastructure
in the country.

If I were to quote of the recent activities which RED
FM as a brand associated with was the ‘Pinkathon’
which took place in Mumbai. It was organized to create
awareness about increasing breast cancer. It helped our
brand to showcase its softer side, which over the years
we have built upon by taking up and supporting relevant
CSR initiatives. The icing on the cake in terms of brand
relevance was the fact that Malishka, the only female
jock hosting a breakfast show across radio stations in
Mumbai, was the mascot of the event. With her taking
up sensitive content like this on her show on a regular
basis, the content fit was seamless. The association gave
RED FM another opportunity to interact and engage
with women listeners.
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for brands to engage with their

Vijay Cavale

Bruno Goveas

Director, Brand Connect
Communications (India) Pvt. Ltd.

Director Media Relations,
Procam International

City Marathons are a unique coming together of the
five Cs – Citizens, Corporates, Celebrities, Charities
and City (state government). This makes for a fantastic
social engagement platform which showcases all the
stakeholders in a unique flavour. Hence worldwide
marathons have emerged as a favourite with marketers
and brands who wish to be associated with such
positive/ healthy engagement platforms/initiatives.

In India, marathons and other formats of distance
running are popular in the form of road races with the
Mumbai Marathon and Delhi Half Marathon being two
of the oldest and biggest properties of its kind.These races
attract some of the best athletes from around the world
and the country, making them a top-notch sporting
property. This offers marketers a platform to engage
these athletes in promotional activities and activations,
especially among the youth.

Bangalore joins an elite list of global cities which have
their own unique marathon and Bengaluru Midnight
Marathon (BMM) has once again created history
as being the world’s first and India’s only midnight
marathon. Race day saw 10,000 runners and over
13,500 participants at the venue and the numbers are
testimony to the popularity of the event.

Distance running has now gone far beyond from being
just a sporting event; these have become a very strong
platform for citizens to speak about various social and
environmental causes and have in fact galvanized to bring
everyone together. This phenomenon attracts prominent
citizens from all walks of life including industrialists,
celebrities, sportspeople, politicians and various opinion
leaders, which again offers brands an opportunity to
engage with their target audience.These races often pass
through prominent parts of a city. Besides attracting a lot
of media attention such events are also telecast live, thus
giving brands much needed visibility.
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Red Bull Soapbox Race
debuts in India

The race has travelled to 77 cities across 40 countries and was executed by
Fountainhead Events in Mumbai.
By Dharm Patel

Vishal Bharadwaj and Imran Khan at the Red Bull Soapbox Race
The Red Bull Soapbox Race, which has
travelled to 77 cities across 40 countries,
debuted in India on Dec. 2 in Mumbai.
The race took place on the slope of Mount
Mary Hill in Bandra. Red Bull Soapbox
Race is a non-motorized race open to both
amateurs and experienced racers inviting
them to unleash their creativity with
their human powered soapbox machines.
Fountainhead Events & Promotions
executed this community event along with
the Mount Mary Hill ALM. Ambika Setz
& Venue Construction helped with the
venue setup and SOUND.COM was in
charge of sound. TPT Productions Pvt.
Ltd. was also involved while other partners
included Green Chillies Entertainment

for the LED elements and TRIG, which was in charge of security. The event was open to
all enthusiasts who wanted to lend their support by attending the event.
Thinking out of the soapbox
The unique aspect of the race was that contestants had to design and build their own
wacky and imaginative carts and set it on a downhill slope. The criteria on which the
vehicles were judged on are speed, creativity, showmanship and the range of speed. The
race requires a team of four to pool in their sense of adventure, humour and technical
capabilities to showcase their invention. The vehicles could range from dim sum trolleys
to a jail cell to a decorated truck, wherever the path of imagination leads. The jury short
listed the 50 best entries which were given the green signal to convert their sketches into
real soapboxes. This was conducted under the expertise and guidance of Red Bull.
Over 700 designs were submitted from across the country. Judges reviewed the
applications and picked teams based on designs, technical feasibility, safety and adherence
to guidelines. The shortlisted 53 teams eventually competed on the Mount Mary Circuit
in the first ever Red Bull Soapbox race in Mumbai and over 10,000 people attended the
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Spokesperson, Red Bull India

“Given the fan following of this
street racing competition, Red Bull
thought it was apt to bring it to
India and merge the fun element
of this competition with the quirky
nature of our country. ”
race. With Bandra being the heart of
Mumbai, it was suggested and chosen as
the venue.
Laying out the road map
There were a few requirements and
guidelines to execute the Red Bull
Soapbox race, like a 400 metre long
slope, a prime location, permissions, etc.
Fountainhead had visited a lot of slopes
in Mumbai with the Red Bull Indian
and German team, after analysing all the
aspects they decided to do this event at
Mount Mary Hill. Fountainhead provided
various execution offerings ranging from
audience participation to permission
requisites. The agency was selected for the
execution of the Red Bull Soapbox race
based on its previous work with Red Bull
for the Red Bull Music Academy.
Starting from the pit stop area to the
finish line a lot was to be kept in mind.
LEDs were placed for the participants
to view the race and a ramp stage was
setup that would help each team to
come up on the stage and perform for
20 seconds after which they pushed the
car down the ramp and slope. Haystacks
were laid out on either sides of the track
to avoid any casualties. A small jump
was created as an obstacle for which the
teams got extra points if they took it. A
cyclodrome ramp was set up to give the
soapbox momentum to take the turn
after they went down the straight slope.
As per camera and technical placements,
scaffolds were set up to take everything
above ground level and the same were set
up in buildings to avoid eating into the
spectators’ space. LED screens were set

Aye aye captain! Down is the way up
up at various locations at the venue for live relay since all the spectators were spread across
the track. A jury area was set up near the stage ramp for jury to get the best view of the
entertainment that the teams put up and the creativity of the soapbox car.
The participants were judged on creativity of the concept, creative entertainment and time
taken to complete the race. The event is to bring people in the community together on a
Sunday and have a great sporty fun day. The event saw teams from all over India. The first
Red Bull Soapbox Race was held in Brussels in 2000. Since then, Red Bull has produced
more than 40 soapbox races across the world. A 360 degree campaign is being chalked out
to promote the initiative amongst the relevant audience.
Red Bull makes people go vroom
Commenting on bringing the concept to India, a Red Bull spokesperson said: “Given
the fan following of this street racing competition, Red Bull thought it was apt to bring
it to India and merge the fun element of this competition with the quirky nature of our
country. Also, since India has already seen its first Formula One Grand Prix, Red Bull
expects enough enthusiasts and appreciators for a totally different but interesting racing
event. In a year’s time, Red Bull has got two completely iconic and ironic events to India,
in the form of the thrilling Red Bull Racing last year and now the crazy Red Bull Soapbox
Race.”
Red Bull India aimed to give the audience an out-of-the-box experience with the soapbox
race. Commenting on how Red Bull attempts to give the consumers a different experience
through its initiatives, the spokesperson said: “Red Bull, through its initiatives, has always
endeavoured to ‘give wings’ to both participants and audiences, alike. With properties like
Red Bull Racing Can, which tests the skills of engineering students to design their own
mini cars or Red Bull Paper Wings which applauds an activity as simple as creating a paper
plane, Red Bull creates exciting experiences for youngsters. Properties like Red Music
Academy and Red Bull Street Style celebrate talent and provide a platform to musicians
and athletes respectively.”
The spokesperson further added: “Last year, Red Bull also got Formula One Racing, up
close and personal to Indian fans – be it the adrenaline pumping run at the iconic Rajpath
or the record-setting adventurous trip in sub-zero conditions on the world’s highest
motorable road in Leh. Recently, Red Bull X-Fighters Jams saw the world’s best extreme
motocross bikers diving in the air in front of the picturesque India Gate. These global
properties of Red Bull have managed to give an once-in-a-lifetime experience to Indian
consumers. Considering the response to the Mumbai event, there will definitely be more
participatory events across India in the time to come.”
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Natasha Devadiga
Assistant Manager, Client Servicing,
Fountainhead Events & Promotions

Masked men rolling down the slope.

“This being a community event was
well supported by the residents
and we in return took good
care and provided the facilities
we could. The event was to be
executed as per the international
standards.”

As with every Red Bull event, it was a
combination of on-ground activations,
editorial communications, Red Bull
India’s website as well as through the event
partners, Red FM, HT Cafe and History
TV18. Red Bull India had also partnered
with Café Coffee Day, BMW Mini, Bright
Outdoor Media Pvt. Ltd. and the movie
Matru Ki Bijlee ka Mandola. Branding was
offered on site through four-way standees
and runner boards. In the on-ground
activation, a soapbox created by the Red
Bull India team took to the streets. Crash
sites of soapboxes were created at several
of the on-premise partners, including Café
Coffee Day outlets in Bandra, and the
event media partners helped create a lot of
buzz. Outdoor activities like the ‘Soapbox
in Motion’ on Juhu Tara Road in Mumbai
were also used to promote the event.
Fountainhead drives the soapbox
Commenting on the event, Natasha
Devadiga, Assistant Manager, Client
Servicing, Fountainhead Events
& Promotions, said: “This being a
community event was well supported by
the residents and we in return took good
care and provided the facilities we could.

Participants dressed as politicians enjoying the race.
The event was to be executed as per the international standards, hence a good case study
from the Thailand Soapbox race just prior to the one executed by us was of great help.
This event had to catch numerous eye balls and provision for 15,000 spectators was to be
kept in mind. We were to try the track ourselves on a soapbox which was good fun, the
Red Bull and the FH team drove the soapbox down the slope and made our first record
of 1.16 minutes.”
Speaking about the challenges faced, Devadiga said: “We had to procure multiple
permissions to start set up and execute the show. We take immense pride in mentioning
that we are the only agency who could pull off such an event in Bandra with backing
from the Mount Mary Hill Kane Road ALM and the community that we are very
involved with and close too. We had only one day to finish set up and do our dry run
- we had to complete the set up for the event within 12 hours, so as to avoid any sort
of inconvenience to the residents. Red Bull brought the Ghost Riders from Chennai
as a filler act in the event and they had to try the track before the main show, this in it
self had a few limitations as we had to block the road on Saturday for 10 minutes and
were worried that would create a lot of traffic, but with help from the residents and the
police we faced no such complications. In all, it was a brilliant event and a great first time
experience for the FH team and the people of Bandra, Mumbai. This event will always be
a golden feather in our bonnet.”
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Aircel Chennai Open:
A whole new ball game

This year’s tournament has received overwhelming support from all stakeholders,
with a number of brands on board as sponsors and partners.
By Parita Modi
have been built around the tournament
with numerous brands forming alliances
for this non cricketing event. In addition to
the title sponsor, Aircel, the other sponsors
for the Aircel Chennai Open 2013 are
The Government of Tamil Nadu, Indian
Bank, United India Insurance, Murugappa
Group, Indian Overseas Bank with FedEx,
Ricoh, Volvo, Vijay Shanthi Builders, REC,
Rajalakshmi Institutions, Bols The Hindu,
Rado, Tata Water Plus, Lavazza, Billroth
Hospitals, Wilson, Chennai Live, The Park and
Ten Sports.

Aircel Chennai Open, an Association
of Tennis Professionals event, owned by
IMG and organized by IMG Reliance
has in the past 16 years attracted some
of the top leading players on the turf. In
so many years, the property has seen star
players such as Rafael Nadal, Boris Becker,
Carlos Moya, Richard Krajicek, Patrick
Rafter, Yvgeny Kafelnikov, Byron Black
and India’s own Leander Paes and Mahesh
Bhupathi play on its tennis courts.
This year, the tournament is taking place
from Dec. 31, 2012, to Jan. 6, 2013, at
Chennai’s SDAT Tennis Stadium and
has received overwhelming support
from all stakeholders with a number of
brands coming on board as sponsors and
partners. The current line up comprises
some very prominent players like Tomas
Berdych, Janko Tipsarevic, Marin Cilic
and Stanislas Wawrinka who are four
of the top 20 players. Organizer IMG
Reliance has made sure to turn the
tournament into a complete sporting
extravaganza.
Presenting the players
More than 20 sponsor associations

Commenting on the brand connect that
the platform offers, Tomas Ernberg, Managing Director, Volvo Auto India, said: “It’s
a pleasure to associate our brand with India’s only and South Asia’s premier ATP
World Tour – Aircel Chennai Open 2013 for the fifth straight year. Volvo has been
closely associated with tennis through ATP Volvo International for many years and this
partnership with the 18th edition of Aircel Chennai Open will further strengthen Volvo’s
association with the sport.”
Commenting on receiving support from a wide spectrum of brands, Ashu Jindal, COO,
IMG Reliance, said: “Aircel Chennai Open has been fortunate to receive tremendous
support from its partners year after year. Even better is the fact that we have been able
to add tremendous value to these associations. The tournament is watched and followed
by people in India and across the world. This gives our sponsors and partners a great

Tomas Ernberg
Managing Director,
Volvo Auto India

“It’s a pleasure to associate our
brand with India’s only and South
Asia’s premier ATP World Tour –
Aircel Chennai Open 2013 for the
fifth straight year.”
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addition this year is the live streaming of the event on Youtube. A mobile application in
partnership with Hakuna Matata has been launched which will enable fans to stream the
matches, scores, draws and other relevant data.
A more experiential activity in the bag of promotions is the Kids Clinic, which is being
conducted to give budding players a chance to understand the game from the world’s
leading players themselves. These young novices will get the opportunity to interact with
Aircel Chennai Open players as well as gain valuable tips on exercise and fitness. “It will
give young children interested in learning the game, a once in a lifetime opportunity to
train with the world’s best tennis players. We believe India possesses loads of talent that
needs to be identified and trained. Players like Yuki Bhambri and Somdev Devvarman are
cases in point. Clinics such as these go a long way in instilling confidence into the young
players.” Jindal told ExM.

Ashu Jindal
COO,
IMG Reliance

“Over the years, the Aircel Chennai
Open has transformed into a
leading international sporting
property that attracts the world’s
best sponsors.”
opportunity to connect with affluent
and global sports fan bases around the
world. We can look at it as a great blend
of athleticism and glamour that can be
used in a variety of ways for New Year and
festive product launches, branding and
visibility, hospitality and entertainment
related activities etc.”
He further added: “Over the years, the
Aircel Chennai Open has transformed
into a leading international sporting
property that attracts the world’s best
sponsors. We are glad that we are
supported by brands from different sectors
that stand testimony to the fantastic
opportunity and platform the tournament
provides sponsors.”
Bringing spectators to the court
Besides the usual mediums of print,
online and TV, Aircel Chennai Open
2013 is being promoted through media
partner, The Hindu; ticketing partner,
BookMyShow; and broadcast partner,
Ten Sports. The event is also active on
the social media platform and is being
promoted largely through Facebook and
Twitter with interactive, contest based
promotions and player trivia that give out
the chance to win free merchandize or
meet their favourite players. Another new

Bringing a fashionable twist to the sporting saga was Marks and Spencer which is the
official fashion show partner for the event. The world of tennis has always maintained
a torrid affair with fashion and style both on and off court. The brand nurtured this
relationship and hosted a glitzy evening which showcased a trendy and tasteful exposition
on Dec. 30 at The Park Hotel Chennai.
Let’s take it forward!
Speaking about the plans that have been chalked out by IMG Reliance to further promote
sports in India, Jindal said: “IMG Reliance will continue to create and operate major
sports and entertainment assets in the country. We are in the process of implementing
some very interesting ideas in sports such as basketball, football and tennis. We will
continue to build on the strong foundation and brand equity that we enjoy in India. As
India’s sports landscape grows, we will also look at bringing in more successful sports
properties to India in addition to creating newer ones.”
IMG Reliance is trying its best to leave no stone unturned and tap the current growth
in the sports business industry. IMG Reliance feels that the sport sector has come a long
way and will continue to mature in the near future. With non-cricketing events garnering
more importance, a host of sport properties are being established and the market is
realizing the importance they carry.
Tennis player Mahesh Bhupathi arrives for Aircel Chennai Open 2013
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Maximus and Women’s
Cancer Initiative
paint the town pink

The aim of the Pinkathon was to spread awareness on breast cancer and educate
people about its causes and prevention.
By Dharm Patel

Karisma Kapoor flags off the Pinkathon
About 2,000 women from different cities,
various walks of life and different age
groups came together to run for a cause.
Maximus Events joined hands with the
Women’s Cancer Initiative and the Tata
Memorial Hospital to launch India’s
reportedly first 10 km run for women
called ‘Pinkathon - Run to Lead’. The aim
of the initiative was to spread awareness
on breast cancer and educate people about
its causes and prevention. The run took
place in the business hub of Bandra Kurla
Complex in Mumbai on Dec. 16. The

announcement of the launch of the initiative was made on Nov. 9 led by model Milind
Soman, along with Reema Sanghavi, Managing Director, Maximus Events. Bollywood
actress Bipasha Basu officially launched the registrations for the event. Gitanjali Group
was the presenting sponsor for the Pinkathon and was associated with the marathon
through its campaign Beti, which is an initiative to prevent atrocities against women.
Starting line
This was the first of the planned 10-city series across India in the coming years. The main
idea is to keep the cause alive not only in a few cities but throughout India. Red FM RJ
Malishka was the mascot for the run. Maximus Events provided free mammograms for
every registered participant.
Karisma Kapoor flagged off the first edition of Pinkathon International 10K women’s
run. The initiative managed to raise a total of Rs. 5,70,000. The organizers gave
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Participants getting ready to race for the cause

participating women an option to choose
between 3 km, 5 km and 10 km runs.
All proceeds from the sponsorship and
donations received will be used only for
the expenses incurred in organizing and
marketing the event, and by the Women’s
Cancer Initiative in their fight against
breast cancer.
Commenting on the initiative, Sanghavi
said: “It makes us immensely proud to
organize a run that contributes to breast
cancer awareness. One in 22 Indian
women have the lifetime probability of
developing breast cancer. In India, the
number of new breast cancer cases is about
115,000 per year and this is expected
to rise to 250,000 new cases per year by
2015. It is also one of the curable cancers
if detected early. Hence, we urge every
woman to get a mammography done and
spread the awareness! Run for Pinkathon,
Run to Lead!”
Avid runner, fitness enthusiast and the
MD of Maximus Events, Milind Soman
said: “We are immensely proud to have
garnered such widespread support
from different quarters and thank each
participant for playing an important part.
We trust that this will help women realize
that they need to be constantly aware
and spread the word around. I would
also like to thank all my friends from the
film fraternity without whom the event
wouldn’t have tasted such success.”

The Minister of Women and Children Welfare, Varsha Gaikwad, was present throughout
the event to cheer the participants and award the winners. Maximus Events donated a
cheque of Rs. 2,00,000 to Deveika Bhojwani from Women’s Cancer Initiative and Tata
Memorial Hospital. All nine winners, three from each category of 10K, 5K and 3K, were
awarded in the form of television sets, refrigerators, OTG ovens and Neutrogena hampers,
along with gift vouchers and Pinkathon goodie bags.
Participants included personalities such as MTV VJ Anusha Dandekar, actor Tara Sharma
and model/actor Lisa Haydon. Apart from these, 650 members from Brahma Kumaris
– World Spiritual University, 50 police women from the Mumbai police and several
corporate bigwigs led by Red FM RJ Malishka participated in the run. Soha Ali Khan, Dia
Mirza, Shahana Goswami, Kunal Kapoor and Rahul Bose also participated in the event.
Running partners
Maximus has received incredible support from various brands that have come forward
and wholeheartedly contributed to the cause. Gitanjali was the presenting sponsor for
the event, which was powered by Talwalkars and supported by Stayfree Women for
Change. Red FM was the radio partner, Riso was the health partner, Phoenix Marketcity
and High Street Phoenix were the ground partners, OVS Industry was the style partner,

Reema Sanghavi
Managing Director,
Maximus Events
“The highlight of the event was the
tremendous turnout of women at
the run, so early in the morning.
We had women from all walks
of life, from different cities who
participated.”
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Rajendra Kalkar
Senior Centre Director,
High Street Phoenix
“The marathon helped us identify
our role in contributing a small
amount towards informing and
educating our society.”
Venky’s Nutrition was the energy partner,
Local Banya was the refreshment partner,
Anita Unique Body Wear was the body
wear partner, Fiskaz was the social media
partner and Miss Malini was the online
partner for the event, which is also
supported by PPL and IPRS.
Karisma Kapoor with Milind
Soman at the event

Participants sweating it out at the marathon

The Pinkathon was not too different from most marathons though the main difference
was that this was the first ever women’s only international 10 km run. Maximus wanted to
have a marathon where women don’t feel conscious or side-lined by hoards of men who
run at the other marathons. Maximus encouraged women to speak about breast cancer,
discuss the advantages of running and how breast cancer can be cured and should be
taken more seriously.
Speaking about the highlights and challenges, Sanghavi said: “The highlight of the event
was the tremendous turnout of women at the run, so early in the morning. We had
women from all walks of life, from different cities who participated. To give you a whiff of
what I mean; there was a group of nine tribal farmer women who came all the way from
Wajreshwari to participate in the run. It was incredible! We had mothers running with
their kids, school children running with their school bags…with fathers and husbands
waiting at the finish line cheering for them. One of the foremost challenges we faced
was to generate sponsorship for a women’s only event and convince them on the value
for such an association. After the initial hitch, all our partners have been extremely
supportive and graciosuly helped us make the run a success.”
Painting the town pink
Maximus collaborated with malls for Pinkathon 2012. A number of pre-event activations
were executed as a build up to the marathon. High Street Phoenix and Phoenix
Marketcity witnessed a host of activities.
Pinkathon was looking for an exclusive, but a large platform where they could generate
interest for participation. High Street Phoenix believes in partnering such social causes.
It reiterated such ideology and supported the cause to ensure maximum spread across
various sections of society who visit the mall, given its varied audience.
Commenting on the initiative, Rajendra Kalkar, Senior Centre Director, High Street
Phoenix said: “As a brand that caters to a mixed audience and a large number of women,
it is essential to spread awareness about the matters that may affect their lifestyle. The
marathon helped us identify our role in contributing a small amount towards informing
and educating our society. In India, marathons are gaining pace as more and more
urban citizens are supporting causes, creating awareness and spreading a social message.
Nowadays people have stepped forward and have shown a willingness to participate.”
In December, encouraging the mall goers was the Treadathon activity that took place at
High Street Phoenix. The activity saw 20 men running on a tread mill for a period of 11
hours, covering 200 kms solely with the aim to offer motivation and support to women.
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Nine tribal farmer women came all the way from Wajreshwari to participate in the run
also the symbol of the event.
There was also a treasure hunt at Phoenix Marketcity, which involved about 60
contestants. The two-week programme culminated with the Pink Carnival, which took
place at Phoenix Marketcity. The carnival painted the mall pink with colour focused
decorations and a mixture of varied entertainment. Along with Zumba performances and
bib distributions, stalls were set up where women could shop their hearts out.
Commenting on the activations, Sanghavi said: “We wanted to choose a venue where we
get maximum women to know about our event, so what better place for the same than a
mall? We are very glad that Phoenix Marketcity and High Street Phoenix have agreed to
help our cause. Apart from on-ground activations, the digital platform is being heavily
used to target the right people. A corporate activation drive was generated via mailers to
target the female workforce of the corporate world.”

Nisha Narayanan
Senior Programming and Project
Head, Red FM
“With Pinkathon, we saw an
opportunity to genuinely support
the cause and the fact that
Malishka is the only female RJ
hosting a breakfast show across
radio stations in Mumbai made it a
relevant fit. “

Women could directly pledge their
support for the cause by signing up for the
marathon, writing on the customized postit walls and pinning a pink ribbon which is

Red FM tunes in to Pinkathon
Red FM came on board with the idea of putting across the message and create awareness
about breast cancer. The event gave Red FM considerable PR and visibility on-ground.
Commenting on the marathon, Nisha Narayanan, Senior Programming and Project
Head, Red FM, said: “Red FM, because of its mass reach, could put the message across
to relevant audience and with our Morning No. 1 RJ, Malishka strongly supporting the
cause, the task becomes much simpler. Milind approached us with the idea and we saw
relevance in supporting the cause. Thereafter, our marketing and programming teams
worked out an entire plan in support of Pinkathon. RJ Malishka was the mascot of the
event and she was training with Milind every morning for a month to be part of the final
run.”
Adding further, Narayanan said: “With Pinkathon, we saw an opportunity to genuinely
support the cause and the fact that Malishka is the only female RJ hosting a breakfast
show across radio stations in Mumbai made it a relevant fit. Also, Malishka has huge
following amongst the female audience and they relate to her very well. The association
gave Red FM another opportunity to interact and engage with women listeners on a
socially relevant cause.”
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9XO goes all out to

				

engage youth

9XO has gone on-ground with a number of associations, including college fests,
lounges, New Year parties and others to promote the channel.
By Karan Sinroja

Simple Plan concert at IIT Mumbai’s Mood Indigo festival
9XO was launched with the idea of
providing a seamless and uncluttered
audio visual music experience to the young
generation of music lovers one finds in
India today. To be a little more specific, the
target audience is 18-21 year olds, the type
that lives, breathes and talks music as part
of their everyday culture. The kind of music
that the channel plays sets it apart from
the other music channels found on TV.
9XO promises to deliver only international
music all day, everyday making it the only
100% international music channel.
Taking music to the youth
In order to spread awareness about the
channel and make it more widely known
as well as popular amongst its target
audience, 9XO has planned and executed
a number of BTL activations, including

associating with entities that share the same target audience space and give them the
branding and promotional opportunities that they need to get the name of the channel out
there amongst the youth. From parties to gigs to music talent promotional platforms, these
associations will help the channel create a top of the mind recall for its target audience
when it comes to the field of international music.
Commenting on the growth that the channel has seen in the past few months, Luke Kenny,
Head Programming, 9XO, said: “I see an increased viewership and awareness by way of
associations with audience databases via college activities and festival tie-ups. In addition
to that, once our home grown music platform rolls out, the buzz amongst the independent
music community will be manifold. All of this will generate a return to a viewing pattern
that welcomes uncluttered programming, which in turn, will be hugely influential when it
comes to revenue generation as the advertisers will sit up and realize the traction that they
have been missing out on.”
He further added: “Our audiences have welcomed the simplistic approach to our delivery
of contemporary international popular music and are heartily embracing our promise of
supporting home grown independent music talent.”
The audience engagement activities that 9XO is using are mostly on-ground and online
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30, helped both the event as well as the channel with branding opportunities. 9XO associated
with Orange Juice Entertainment for the Live from the console partnership.
College fests are a huge gateway when it comes to connecting with the youth who are
interested in music. Most major college fests today usually have at least one big music related
competition or activity, if not more. Taking advantage of this fact, 9XO associated with the
St. Xavier’s College festival, Malhar; the IIT Mumbai festival, Mood Indigo; the Symbiosis
festival, Neev; and the IIT Delhi festival, Rendezvous.

Luke Kenny
Head Programming,

At Malhar, 9XO made sure that it got its brand noticed by being the presenting partner for
Amateur Night, a platform for new and upcoming music talent at the college level, which saw
the winning band getting a chance to feature on a 9XO music video. Mood Indigo saw 9XO
as the presenting partner for ‘Livewire night’, an annual rock show which was headlined by
the Canadian band Simple Plan and were also the presenting partners for the Mood Indigo
International Music Festival which saw artists from all over the world. At the Neev festival,
9XO associated with a rock band competition headlined by the international band Akcent,
Rock star photo booth at the Mood Indigo festival

9XO
“I see an increased viewership and
awareness by way of associations
with audience databases via
college activities and festival
tie-ups. In addition to that, once
our home grown music platform
rolls out, the buzz amongst the
independent music community will
be manifold.”
initiatives. They include associations with
cafes, lounges, night clubs and bars across
all major metros. “As a part of our launch
promotions, 9XO branding was put up
across 100 plus outlets across Mumbai and
Delhi. The channel also has monthly tie
ups with several venues for special gigs.
Our viewers are constantly updated on the
various developments taking place on 9XO;
its on-ground associations such as music
events, concerts, etc., through the channel’s
Facebook page and Twitter handle,” Kapil
Sharma, VP – Marketing, 9XO, told ExM.
From consoles to colleges
To begin with, the channel has associated
with ‘Live from the console’, a platform
dedicated to upcoming independent
English music talent across India.
Live from the console gives bands the
opportunity to showcase their talent and
the audience a chance to discover and
listen to new talent. The live bands scene
in Mumbai has been on the rise for a
while now and most true music lovers
make an effort to attend these events. The
association with the music discovery event,
which took place in Goa from Dec. 29 to

Augmented reality booth at the Mood Indigo festival
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Screen setup for Visa on Arrival, Canvas
Kapil Sharma
VP – Marketing,
9XO

“Our viewers are constantly updated
on the various developments
taking place on 9XO; its on-ground
associations such as music events,
concerts, etc., through the channel’s
Facebook page and Twitter handle.”
while the Rendezvous festival saw the
brand being a part of Blitzkrieg, a battle of
the bands competition, as well as part of a
music festival where artists from all over the
world are invited to perform for four days.
Rocking gigs
A lot of the music oriented youth of today
Visa on Arrival event at Canvas

Crowd interaction at one of the Mood Indigo festival booths
are seen at places such as Hard Rock Café, Blue Frog, etc., where music gigs take place
on a regular basis. 9XO capitalized on this and made sure they associated with venues
that promote independent English music. The channel partnered with Hard Rock Café
to promote its gigs across Delhi, Pune, Mumbai, Bangalore and Hyderabad where artists
who performed included Barefaced Liar, Gary Lawyer, Fahrenheit, Ravi Iyer and Friends,
etc. They also partnered with Blue Frog for at least one gig a month and have associated
with bands that have performed there such as Madrobe walfunction, Fly from France,
Blackstratblues, Summit Attempt, and Australia. In addition to this, 9XO tied up with
Canvas once a month for theme party nights called ‘Visa on Arrival’, apart from being a
part of Canvas Live on Thursdays, a property featuring Indian artists and bands.
The channel has also associated with Soulscape Goa; seven New Year theme parties; and the
Tenishia India December Tour in Mumbai, Delhi and Ahmedabad, where DJ Tenishi will
perform.
Commenting on the brand’s Soulscape association, Sharma said: “Soulscape is a two-day
music festival in Goa which promotes electronic dance music. The festival was on 23 and
24 December. 9XO is the media partner of the festival and is a part of the entire media
campaign of Soulscape. The channel will also get extensive on-ground branding at the
festival.” Talking about the New Year party associations, Sharma said: “9XO was a part of
the hosting of seven of the biggest New Year theme parties at the best nightclubs in Mumbai
like Shiro, Tryst, Canvas, LIV Amnesia, Ghost and Mai Tai. The New Year gigs were being
handled by Crossbar Entertainment. We also hosted New Year parties in Bangalore at
Pebble and at Brigade Gateway LakeSide.”
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Tata, Starbucks connect
over a cup of coffee

Tata and Starbucks came together near the end of the year to launch India’s first
Starbucks outlet in Mumbai
By Karan Iyer

Starbucks launches in India
Two major conglomerates – Tata and
Starbucks – came together near the end
of 2012 to launch India’s first Starbucks
outlet in Fort, Mumbai. Both the
business houses have built their success
on an understanding that enduring
companies can only be built when they
are focused on the betterment of the
communities in which they do business.
Coffee with a message
Through the launch event, which was
managed by Showtime Group, both Tata
and Starbucks wanted to deliver the
message that it was much more than the
mere opening of a coffee house, it was
a tenet that is central to the philosophy
of Starbucks – that Starbucks is more
than a store, it is an experience, it is

a community gathering spot where people connect, discover and share. The brands
wanted to communicate that each cup served in Starbucks is a connection made with
a new person and that every partner in the organization does everything possible to
honour the importance of that connection.
“A critical focus of our market entry was launching Starbucks in India in a respectful
manner – one that highlighted the deep heritage, combined strengths and shared
values of two iconic brands, Tata and Starbucks, while celebrating the rich local
culture. One of the key guiding principles of the launch was introducing our brand
differentiators to customers in India – our high-quality coffee, handcrafted beverages,
locally relevant food, legendary service and unique Starbucks experience,” Sushant
Dash, Senior Director, Marketing & Category, Tata Starbucks, told ExM.
The curtain raiser
The launch event opened with a musical narrative about the journey of Starbucks.
Ratan Tata, retired Chairman of Tata Group, and Howard Schultz, Chairman,
President and CEO, Starbucks, then took centre stage to unveil the logo that formed
the backdrop of the stage. This was followed by an audio-visual projection using
mapping techniques and imagery choreographed to a specially composed musical score.
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Projection on Elphinstone House
Sushant Dash
Senior Director,
Marketing & Category,
Tata Starbucks

“Tata Starbucks Ltd. worked with a
strong local team of professionals,
including Showtime, to achieve
this objective and celebrate this
milestone entry.”
Innovations at the event continued with
the three-foot tall unveiling dais emerging
from under the stage on hydraulic ramps.
As Schultz pressed the unveil button,
the covers in front of the store dropped
down while the lights inside the store
turned on simultaneously, revealing the
first Starbucks outlet in India.
Showtime was aware that making a
connection with the people of Mumbai
was critical to the success of the opening,
but it was not going to be a simple task as
the agency had to figure how to make a
connection with an entire city while also
making sure that the special guests for
the evening are taken care of. The agency
had to find out how to make a private
event a tool that can communicate to the
public.
The historic Elphinstone House off
Horniman Circle was selected as the
medium for the launch. Elphinstone
House in its entirety formed the canvas
for the launch. A combination of cuttingedge content, pioneering technology
and old world grandeur was used to
launch Starbucks in India. The story
of the Starbucks brand unfolded on
the 154 ft. wide and 60 ft. high façade

of Elphinstone House through the innovative use of 3D architectural video mapping
techniques and large-format projection. The content, story boarded by Showtime and
produced for the mapping projection by NuFormer, focused on bringing to life the
shared values of the Tata and the Starbucks brands. NuFormer used all the wizardry at
their disposal, honed over years of 3D mapping around the world, to wow guests and
Mumbaikars who had arrived at Horniman Circle in anticipation of the event.
The nuts and bolts of the launch
The agency had to take extra care while planning and executing the launch event in
order to ensure that there is no hindrance to the people and space in the area. From
the day the first piece of timber was laid down on the site to the minute the last nut
and bolt was unscrewed, the event team took every effort to minimize the impact
caused while executing the set-up in a manner that kept the spaces completely intact.
Special teams went out to all the neighbouring offices and residents to discuss the
event and help with information to minimize disruption in their daily routine.
Talking about executing this challenging launch event and how the challenges were
overcome, Raj Jeet Singh, Senior Manager Operations, Showtime Group, said:
“The sheer stature of this event brought with it its own series of unique and highly
tricky challenges. To begin with, the event was being conducted at one of the busiest
commercial areas of Mumbai. We had to contend with constant traffic of people and
vehicles during set-up operations. Then, to ensure clarity of content and effects, the 3D
architectural projection on Elphinstone House was to be done from quite a distance
across the street – a good 21 metres – right on the middle of a busy street and the film

Raj Jeet Singh
Senior Manager Operations,
Showtime Group

“The sheer stature of this event
brought with it its own series
of unique and highly tricky
challenges”
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Rob Delfgaauw
Managing Director,
NuFormer

“We had to approach this project in
a clever way to make sure that the
creative content was developed at
the highest level.”
coordinates had to be matched with the
typical coordinates of the building for
millimetre-precision mapping. The façade
of the building had its own complicated
textures and contours which posed their
own challenge as we took on the task of
creating a seamless projection surface
without inconveniencing the resident
offices.”
Singh further added: “We also had to
contend with the challenge of installing
the 11 metre x 6 metre central projection
screen on the centre of the building’s
façade with no supporting props. And,
given the fact that this was a heritage
property, we could not drill holes for
screws and nails nor could we alter the
structure in any manner whatsoever.
We also had to contend with the reality
that even if we were to utilize areas
inside the building, most of these spaces
were occupied by offices. The screen
also needed to be fixed with millimetre
accuracy to enable 100% precision
projection. With a high wind velocity
in the busy area, the screen needed
to be absolutely flat and steady. We
identified two areas on the building’s
third floor that were unoccupied and we
installed cantilevers projecting out of the
windows. We connected the cantilevers
with high-torsion cables, hung a MS

Tata and Starbucks showcased during the launch event
frame from them, installed a truss on level zero for support and ratchet-strapped the
screen on the frame. With space permissions available for a limited period, the load-in
and load-out operations had to be superfast. We installed the 150 feet x 16 feet guest
seating platform in a record twelve hours and dismantled the entire set-up in eight
hours flat, thanks to some exemplary time management and coordinated team work!”
The evening of the event saw an army of over 300 skilled technicians, Showtime
staff, volunteers and workers take positions to ensure minute-wise compliance with
set timelines. Barriers were moved into place, roads were blocked, special holding
areas were created for the public on the road, a refreshment area was set up for those
members of the public that had been inconvenienced, a seating area for friends and
family of the brand and to bring all this together, street lights turned off within a
kilometre radius, building lights turned down, emergency provisions for all aspects of
the event – a control room that was a floating mezzanine area above the pavement next
to St. Thomas Church.
The Natura Adventure Crew played a crucial role in rigging the giant projection
screen. “We had to be very precise in the positioning of the projection screen; we
couldn’t have a deviation of more than 1- 2 inches. Normally, when we rig to fly
people we don’t need such precision but this being an engineering project it was an
interesting challenge that we were finally able to tackle, with our expertise,” Avishkar
Tendle, Managing Director, Natura Adventure Crew, told ExM. Natura designed
an “engineering solution that ensured the success of the project while building in
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Avishkar Tendle
Managing Director,
Natura Adventure Crew

“Natura designed an engineering
solution that ensured the success
of the project while building in
multiple behind-the-scene safety
fail-safes.”

3D video mapping was one of the biggest highlights of the launch

multiple behind-the-scene safety failsafes.”
Mapping the route to coffee
The 3D video mapping was one of
biggest highlights of the launch and
was also one of the most challenging
aspects. Talking about this challenge,
Rob Delfgaauw, Managing Director,
NuFormer, said that the main challenges
in this video mapping project was
the very limited timeframe that was
available, especially in relation to the
8-minute duration of the projected
content. “We had to approach this
project in a clever way to make sure that
the creative content was developed at the
highest level. By using special techniques
and new software we managed to create
an optimized workflow that enabled us
to create 3D animations much faster
than before.”
Elaborating further, Joren van
Suijlekom, Multimedia Designer at
NuFormer, said: “The 3D illusion of a
video mapping projection works best
from one ideal perspective. This means
that the more the spectators are seated
at a distance that is more or less than
the ideal perspective, the less the 3D
effect of the projected content works.

Joren van Suijlekom
Multimedia Designer,
NuFormer

“To make sure that the content
would look good from any
perspective, we had to keep the
restricted viewing angles in mind
during the full production of the
creative content.”

Here, with the audience so close up to the building, maintaining content clarity was a
real challenge. So to make sure that the content would look good from any perspective,
we had to keep the restricted viewing angles in mind during the full production of the
creative content.”
A happy beginning
Talking about working with Showtime and the launch event, Dash said: “Tata
Starbucks Ltd. worked with a strong local team of professionals, including Showtime,
to achieve this objective and celebrate this milestone entry. The agency shared our
passion and commitment to delivering the highest quality and worked closely to launch
the Starbucks brand in this dynamic market. Our distinct and gorgeous store designs,
the elevated customer experience, and high-quality products with local flair have
received an overwhelming response from customers and we couldn’t be more pleased
with the warm welcome that has been extended to us. Now we look forward to opening
more stores and extending the unparalleled Starbucks experience to more customers,
and providing a community gathering place to connect with family and friends.”
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Know thy shopper:

An insight into shopper marketing
In a world where customization reigns supreme, can shopper marketing give
consumers what they want and keep brands satisfied as well?
By Karan Sinroja
With customers becoming more and
more picky about their buying preferences
due to the huge number of options
they have available to them today,
traditional methods of marketing and
sales promotions, which cover a more
general approach to promoting products
and services, are becoming less and
less effective. In a scenario such as this,
where persuading consumers from a
general perspective isn’t very effective
any more, customizations is the key to
finding the solution for the gap between
how a consumer is persuaded and how
the consumer needs to be persuaded in
order to convince him or her to buy a
product or service. This is where shopper
marketing comes in.
Shopper marketing basically means
doing in-depth research on how people
behave as shoppers, tracking their
purchase patterns, finding out what
thought process and emotions motivate
them to make a purchase, and using
this information to create a marketing
mix that will enhance the shopping
experience, improve brand equity,
convince the customer to buy and in the
process increase sales.
One could say that shopper marketing
is essentially a mix of marketing
disciplines already available such as
customer marketing, trade marketing,
retail marketing, etc., with some broader
marketing elements thrown in. It would
ideally include category management,
displays, sales, packaging, promotion,
research and marketing.
Shopper marketing as a concept
distinguishes between the consumer and
the shopper due to the fact that in some
cases they are actually different from each

other. A few examples would be in the case of pet food, where the shopper (owner) buys
the food but the pet consumes it, or baby food where the parent is the shopper but the
baby is the consumer.
Evolution stage of the concept
According to some, the use of shopper marketing is already widespread in India. This
statement most likely originates from the fact that shopper marketing includes and
uses traditional marketing methods in its marketing mix apart from adding the slight
customized aspect to it which shopper marketing is all about. According to Vjay Dewan,
Chief Creative Guardian, Everything Goes! Communications, “Shopper marketing
is all over the place. Everything that you see in different media forms is an attempt to
persuade the shopper to buy different products be it jeans, a car, a burger or a holiday
trip. If there has been a transition at all, it’s been that since the mall industry came into
existence, the efforts have become more focused, classy and measureable.”
However, there are other takes on how widespread the use of shopper marketing is in
India. A contrary opinion to Dewan’s is that shopper marketing is an emerging concept
and, although it isn’t widely used, it is seeing growth and slowly evolving in accordance
with the country’s market dynamics.
Guruduth Prabhu, Vice President, Shopping Centres Association of India (SCAI),
explains how shopper marketing is applied in various ways like when brand awareness is
increased before the shopper reaches the store or at each stage of the ‘point of purchase’

Vjay Dewan
Chief Creative Guardian,
Everything Goes! Communications

“Shopper Marketing is all over the
place! Everything that you see in
different media forms is an attempt
to persuade the shopper to buy
different products be it jeans, a car,
a burger or a holiday trip.”
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it comes to any automobile sector across the country. In the cell phone sector, it is the
‘smart phone’ aspect which comes before battery life in North India, and vice versa in
the South. The FMCG sector uses the medium widely as well on most of their products
in the North.”
Contributing to the discussion, Manish Sharma, MD – Consumer Product Division,
Panasonic India Pvt. Ltd., said: “Shopper marketing as a concept has only really
permeated mainstream marketing over the last few years, however I feel it has vast scope
in India. It is definitely an important move away from the short term and adversarial
past of trade marketing and sales promotion tactics to a more strategic marketing
discipline that has a key role to play in an integrated marketing approach.” He further
added that 50 per cent of Panasonic India’s marketing budget is spent on below the line
activities.
From the mind to the wallet

Guruduth Prabhu
Vice President,
Shopping Centres Association of
India (SCAI)

“Shopper Marketing is a method
wherein the brand and the retailer
are both involved and need to
understand appropriate shopper
insights.”

journey, or when influencers are provided
to secure the shopper mindset, etc. He
also feels the industry is learning different
techniques to categorise the shopper’s
behaviour and then implement the same.

The stages of shopper marketing consist of the shopper’s buying process that takes place
right from the first thought the consumer has about purchasing an item, all the way
through to the selection of that item. These are the different stages in the customer’s
‘point of purchase’ journey where shopper marketing aims to influence the customer in
order to ultimately get them to finalise a purchase decision.
In Vjay Dewan’s opinion, “The whole process starts at home with the invite via
advertisements, brochures, TV advertisements, radio spots, etc. On arrival in a mall, the
shopper is informed via elaborate brand promotions, window decor or by integrating
the product with a mall event. When adequate simulation (read well designed
activations) is induced, which happens when the shopper interacts with the brand
team or steps into the store where he/she experiences a personal touch, the shopper
immediately identifies with the brand thereby leading to the sale. This process is
effective and works mainly because the ‘I’ in every being needs to be satisfied. Illusion,
innovation, insights and intentions complete the list of enticing practices experiential
marketers live with in such a challenging but interesting urbanscape.”
Prabhu believes that shopping is about the experience and not the price. He feels
that conversion of brand features into benefits means shopper marketing and that
real engagement of the shopper is the key. To elaborate, he said: “The best example

Coming to the scope of shopper
marketing in India, some feel there is
wide scope for the marketing technique
in India due to the vast list of diverse
cultures and mindsets one finds
throughout the country. Prabhu believes
that shopper marketing will play as the
differentiator for the profitability of a
brand.
He further adds that there are different
brands within the same product, the
price competition is intense, and with
disposable income levels of individuals
having risen, it all boils down to the
aspect of understanding the shopper. To
explain his words a little better through
an example, he said: “A classic example
is the sale of banana chips in North
and South Kerala, which differs based
on whether it is thin-cut or thick-cut.
‘Mileage’ is the shopper connect when

Manish Sharma
MD – Consumer Product Division,
Panasonic India Pvt. Ltd.

“Shopper marketing as a concept
has only really permeated
mainstream marketing over the last
few years, however I feel it has vast
scope in India.”
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which I could quote is Apple. The
shopper marketing process in short
is ‘be the first’, ‘be original’. It is one
brand that does not sell, it allows to
use (experience) the product, integrates
a number of features, utilities, uses
etc. within a product, understands the
important aspect that the shopper will
only know what he wants when he buys
and uses it, clears most of the doubts of
a shopper’s mindset, gives a qualitative
experience of the product, and gets
rewarded if the shopper is satisfied.
Engagement with the product from
start till selection serves every aspect of
shopper marketing.”

Himanshu Shah
Chief Mentor,
SOI Live Marketing and Events

“Due to increasing focus of
companies like HUL, Dabur and
telecom companies etc. in rural
markets, the retail dynamics are
changing fast - retail is growing fast.
So the future of shopper marketing
is like potential from 0 to 100!”

Experiential shopper marketing
According to Sharma, the goal of
experiential marketing is to establish a
connection with the consumer in such
a way that they respond to a product
offering based on both emotional and
rational response levels.
He feels that experiential marketing will
help in those cases where the consumer
is the shopper him/herself. He thinks
it helps in understanding what the
consumer is likely to think and feel,
thereby making it is possible to get
an idea of how to steer the customer
in a direction that will relate with the
product, and entice individuals to act on
that impulse to purchase.
Talking about how Panasonic India
uses experiential marketing to their
advantage, he said: “Panasonic has
experience centres for its customers in
Gurgaon and Mumbai. These centres
are designed with a vision to strengthen
our relationship with customers. The
showroom provides a platform for the
people to experience every product in
a manner that adds a new dimension
to their business and Panasonic aims
to create greater visibility through the
experience centre.”
Dewan commented on the topic by
saying: “Now this is the growth area.
It is all about creating experiences so
that the consumer/shopper can become
aware about a product for which he/
she has never had a use before. That’s
the power. Suddenly you see consumers

asking for only that brand of razor, all thanks to the persuasive experience created by
the brand in a consumer corner program. Experiential marketing can be best used
by understanding better the features and attributes of the specific brand and then
magnifying the unique traits. It always pays!”
Further adding to the discussion, Prabhu said: “In my view experiential marketing
is an expensive approach as it involves an experiential layer to marketing programs,
creating an opportunity for the consumer to use the brand and provide a feedback.
The approach is very effective as a shopper marketing tool in on-field marketing
programs.”
Going rural
Shopper marketing is ideal for urban areas where there is organized retail such as
supermarkets, malls, retail chains, etc., and unorganized retail such as corner shops,
paan shops, convenience stores, etc. However, in rural areas, these forms of retail
aren’t always readily available. Therefore the question arises of whether shopper
marketing can be effectively used in rural areas as well or whether it is restricted solely
to urban environments.
According to Himanshu Shah, Chief Mentor, SOI Live Marketing and Events, one
needs to first understand that last point of purchase decision in urban areas can be
influenced by different ideas of shopper marketing mostly focused at the point of sale
(POS).
However, in rural areas, he says, shopper marketing tools will have to be deployed
such that they target rural catchment areas like rural shops, influencers’ points, haats,
mandis, religious gatherings, etc. He feels that in a rural domain, there has to be a
mix of rural sales promotion (not rural marketing) and shopper marketing, which may
or may not convert into sales, but would either end up in a on-spot sale, if available,
or would definitely build a mind set for a later purchase.
Giving his take on shopper marketing in rural areas, Pradeep Kashyap, Founder &
CEO, MART said: “With no large format stores in rural areas, there is no scope for
typical shopper marketing. Shopper marketing will have to be carried out keeping
the local marketing ecosystem in mind. One would need to innovate and integrate
the shopper marketing tools into the existing market infrastructure. Rural areas have
approximately 42,000 haats and 25,000 melas. Promotions will have to be done
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times of economic pressure, Prabhu said: “Sell to the shopper not the consumer.
Understand price of the product vis-à-vis sustainability. Shopper marketing is a
method wherein the brand and the retailer are both involved and need to understand
appropriate shopper insights. Applying them regularly will help to sell the product.
One of the simplest ways is to conduct regular surveys of the product which will help
in evaluating the sales during rough times. Enhance product knowledge of the sales
person and conduct surprise mock sessions. Understand the shopper’s wallet size and
customize offerings. Understand demographics and segmentation and change shopper
marketing methods accordingly. Introduce and apply dynamic ways to induce the
shopper to buy the product. Defuse all complexities in the brand offering.”
Dewan thinks that it is all about understanding human psychology and tracking
trends. He feels that there is always some segment that is doing better than the rest
and if the market is analyzed well, it could possibly turn out to be a gold mine for the
luxury brand.

Pradeep Kashyap
Founder & CEO,
MART

“With no large format stores in
rural areas, there is no scope for
typical Shopper Marketing. Shopper
Marketing will have to be carried
out keeping the local marketing
ecosystem in mind.”
through these by setting up a branded
stall, carrying out public announcements
and distributing leaflets at the haat store
itself, putting up posters etc.”
Kashyap further went on to give an
example of Project Shakti where women
from rural areas were made into dealers
for Unilever by selling Unilever stock in
their own and neighbouring villages. He
also mentioned the Unilever initiative
where a small stall which was setup in
a big village, displayed all the Unilever
brands along with all communication
tools such as flip charts, video cassettes,
VCDs, etc., that gave people a whole
shopper branding experience.
Economics of the shopper
Shopper marketing may work well when
the economy is in a healthy state, but
during recession times, market dynamics
change completely. There are a lot of
products out there that are more a
luxury than a necessary purchase.
Commenting on whether shopper
marketing will still be effective during

Sharma believes that when a brand offers solutions instead of selling a product that
solves no problems for a shopper, he/she is likely to buy that solution even in times
of economic pressure. He feels that just like the general population, shoppers are not
one homogenous mass. He further added that exciting demographic changes present
segmentation opportunities for focusing tailored offerings and messages, whether they
are based on ethnicity, age, families or singles and that everyone has distinct needs
that will be affected by an economic downturn.
Back to the future
Dewan believes that shopper marketing is already getting personalized. He says that
with data mining weaponry available, shoppers at various slabs can be effectively
analysed and communications be created to intercept the potential shopper in his/
her environments. Prabhu contributed by saying that presently with virtual space
(internet) gaining momentum, it will revert to the touch, feel, experience, etc., of the
brand and that capturing the behaviour of the shopper within the store with be the
key.
Further adding to the discussion, Sharma said: “The trend is absolutely clear. The
power of customer choice will force companies to bring shopper marketing to the
core. Brands would need to spend time and resources in understanding the shopper
as different from the consumer. While brand management and consumer marketing
would manage the consumers, companies would have to partner with retailers to
adopt category management for ensuring that the efforts of brand building bears
tangible fruits and more and more customers buy the brands. Retail stores would have
to be used as ‘laboratories’ for testing and experimenting with new ideas.”
On the future of shopper marketing in rural areas, Himanshu Shah said: “Retail
formats in rural areas as of today are in their infant stages. Hence, as the channels
of communications are growing so fast due to mobiles and TV mediums, retails are
going to get more and more structured over the period of time depending on the
speed of penetration of distribution networks of brands.”
“But one thing is sure that due to increasing focus of companies like HUL, Dabur,
telecom companies, etc., in rural markets, the retail dynamics are changing fast – retail
is growing fast. So the future of shopper marketing is like potential from 0 to 100!”
Shah continues.
Therefore, in a world where customization reigns supreme, and where customers are
starting to expect more and more out of companies to the point where they literally
want to be wooed into buying a product or service, shopper marketing will give them
just what they want and in turn keep brands satisfied as well.

Inorbit Malls, Malad is committed to setting benchmarks in retailing in India, provides an excellent walk through
experience for customers at Inorbit Malad. We combine the knowledge of the Indian consumer and changing Indian
market scenario to provide best shopping experience to the consumers in Malad.

For Event & Activation Enquiries Contact:
S&O Investments Pvt. Ltd.
Deepal Khanna: +91 98672 07799 | deepal.soinvst@gmail.com

FACTFILE

FLOOR PLAN

Footfalls -

Weekdays: 25,000 - 30,000 (Avg), Weekends: 40,000
– 47,000 (Avg)

Key Tenants -

Shoppers Stop, Lifestyle, Fame, Spencers and more

Number of Stores -

118

Max Promotional -

1600 sqft

No. of Promotional Sites -

3
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Inorbit Mall, Malad, Mumbai

Oberoi Mall located at Goregaon-east on the Western Express Highway,offers 5.52 lakh square feet of Fun, Food, Fashion
and Films. Pioneered by the real estate development company, Oberoi Realty Ltd., Oberoi Mall has found a unique
niche amongst quality conscious and discerning customers and offers facilities for parking approximately 1,000 cars, a
large central atrium with natural light, elevators and escalators for internal circulation, central air-conditioning and an
integrated building management system.
Over the last 4.5 years the mall has occupied a significant position in the minds of customers and retailer’s by offering
a superior customer experience as well as unique marketing initiatives such as Women’s Wednesday, 50-50, Sunday
Funday etc.
For Event & Activation Enquiries Contact:
S&O Investments Pvt. Ltd.
Deepal Khanna: +91 98672 07799 | deepal.soinvst@gmail.com

FACTFILE

FLOOR PLAN

Footfalls -

Avg: 25,000 per day

Anchor Tenants -

Lifestyle, Central, Funcity, PVR Cinemas, Starbucks &
more

Max promotional area -

24sqft x 24sqft

No. of promotional sites -

51

Clientele -

Mercedes, BMW, Audi, Honda, Jaguar, Citibank,
Standard Chartered, ICICI Bank, Samsung, Sony,
Intel , Microsoft, ITC, Unilever, P & G , Nokia, HTC
Mobile, Raymonds, Nike
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Oberoi Mall, Goregaon, Mumbai

Inspired by the European hill towns, Growel’s 101 skillfully integrates vertical contours to provide a nostalgic journey
that is both passage and experience. Growel’s 101 is a themed mall and designed by Kaplan McLaughlin Diaz and Form
4. The design revolves around a typical neoclassical architecture with the use of many arches, columnades, stoned
flooring, and extensive use of internal and façade lighting to enhance the moods within the mall and give the visitors
a European feel.
Growel’s 101 Mall strategically located in the western suburbs - Kandivli has an ideal mix of fashion, retail, hypermarket,
consumer durables, department stores, white goods, books, health & beauty, family entertainment centres, fine dining
restaurants, food court, and a 4 screen multiplex. The mall is anchored by prominent retailers such as Pantaloons,
Globus, Reliance Digital, Cinemax, Big Bazaar and Ethnicity amongst other international and national retailers.
Growel offers the best in shoppertainment in a magnificent setting, blended with unparalleled grandeur and magnitude,
which gives you a sense of elation each and every time you step in. Unlike the present day malls in India, Growel’s 101
designs are greatly influenced by internal and external architecture.
For Event & Activation Enquiries Contact:
S&O Investments Pvt. Ltd.
Tarab Rizvi: +91 97692 42699 | soh@growel.com

FACTFILE

FLOOR PLAN

Footfalls -

Average 6 lacs (45,000 plus footfalls on weekends,
25,000 plus footfalls on weekdays)

Max. Promotions Area -

1600 sqft – 2100 sqft

No. of Promotion Sites -

9

Key tenants -

United Colors Of Benetton, Crossword, Pantaloons,
Globus, Reliance Digital, Reliance Footprint, Puma,
Arrow, Nike, Zodiac, Kazo, Rhysetta, Levis

Clientele -

VW, Maruti, Honda, Tata, Vodafone, Tata Sky,
Samsung Galaxy S3, Dell, Richfeel, Axis Bank Card
Launch, Mahindra, Intel & more
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Growel’s 101 Mall, Kandivali, Mumbai
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Orion, Brigade Gateway, Bengaluru

Orion Mall is part of the award winning 40 acre Brigade Gateway campus- a world class enclave that comprises, World
Trade Center - Bengaluru, Sheraton Bengaluru Hotel, 1260 Premium Residences, Columbia Asia Hospital, Brigade School,
Galaxy club, Orion Mall. The mall overlooks a 2acre manmade lake with abundant outdoor space.
Brigade Group’s flagship retail venture is designed by world renowned architectural firm H.O.K, the Orion Mall is arguably
one of the best planned retail spaces of the country. The nearest and most convenient mall for a large catchment of
affluent areas.
Retail arena spread over 4 floors with an area of 1.1million sqft, has many unique offerings to its consumers, 8 fine
dining restaurants, 11 screen PVR-the largest seating capacity in the country, 27 lane BLU-O- the Largest in the country,
Time Zone gaming arcade & much more.
FACTFILE
Footfalls -

Avg Weekdays: 30,000 to 35,000. Avg Weekend: 70,000
to 75,000

Anchor Tenants -

Zara, Debenhams, Westside, Central, Star Bazaar, Landmark,
PVR Cinemas, BLU-O, Time Zone and many more

Number of Stores -

120

Max. Promotion Area -

2900 sqft

Clientele -

Audi, Honda, Vespa, Vodafone & many more

For Event & Activation
Enquiries Contact:
S&O Investments Pvt. Ltd.
Supriya: +91 9902944890
sohmarketing@orionmalls.com
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Inidian Idol 5 (Winner)
Playback singer

SREERAM CHANDRA

Singer...Performer
Exclusively Managed By :

For more information and show booking contact:
Vijay Bokadia: +91 9007069698 / +919831669698, vijay@mokshevents.com
Shashi Bokkadia : +91 9830930123 / +91 9820930122 ,
shashi@mokshevents.com
www.mokshevents.com / www.ravindraupadhyay.com /
www.sumedhakarmahe.net / www.meenaljain.com /
www.princedancegroup.in
ww

Events Private Ltd

TM

Indian idol finalist
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Singer... Performer

Exclusively Managed By :

TM

Events Private Ltd

For more information and show booking contact:
Vijay Bokadia : +91 9007069698 / +919831669698,
vijay@mokshevents.com
Shashi Bokkadia : +91 9830930123 / +91 9820930122 ,
shashi@mokshevents.com
www.mokshevents.com / www.ravindraupadhyay.com /
ww
www.sumedhakarmahe.net / www.meenaljain.com /
www.princedancegroup.in
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Singer... Performer
Presenting the Barbie Doll
of the Bollywood Industry...

SUMEDHA KARMAHE

Exclusively Managed By :

For more information and show booking contact:
Vijay Bokadia: +91 9007069698 / +919831669698, vijay@mokshevents.com
Shashi Bokkadia : +91 9830930123 / +91 9820930122 ,
shashi@mokshevents.com
www.mokshevents.com / www.ravindraupadhyay.com /
www.sumedhakarmahe.net / www.meenaljain.com /
ww
www.princedancegroup.in

TM

Events Private Ltd
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Power Pack
Interactive
Engaging
A True Performer
Exclusively Managed By :
For more information and show booking contact:
Vijay Bokadia: +919007069698 /+919831669698,
vijay@mokshevents.com
Shashi Bokkadia : +91 9830930123 / +91 9820930122 ,
shashi@mokshevents.com
www.mokshevents.com / www.ravindraupadhyay.com /
ww
www.sumedhakarmahe.net / www.meenaljain.com /
www.princedancegroup.in

TM

Events Private Ltd
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Glimpses

7th All Starr Jamm
The All Starr Jamm took place at the Jack &
Jones/Vero Moda/ONLY store in Mumbai on
Dec. 12 and was executed by Cream Events.
There were performances by Salim-Sulaiman,
Karsh Kale, Shilpa Rao and it was attended by
Arunodaya Singh, Sameer Kochhar,
Purab Kohli, etc.

BIG Star Entertainment
Awards 2012
92.7 BIG FM, in association with Star India Pvt.
Ltd., launched the third edition of the BIG Star
Entertainment Awards which took place on Dec. 16
in Mumbai and was aired on Star Plus on Dec. 31.
The platform lets audiences nominate and vote for
their favourite entertainers across the genres of films,
television, music, dance and sports.
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Grey Goose
style du jour
Grey Goose launched its avant-garde
property, Grey Goose style du jour (style of
today) in collaboration with fashion and
lifestyle magazines- Elle, Harper’s Bazaar
and L’Officiel on Dec. 18 at Tote on the
Turf, Mumbai. Grey Goose style du jour will
showcase trends in style, along with culinary
arts and mixology.

Hello! Hall of Fame
Awards 2012
The third edition of the awards saw a host of
luminaries assemble from all walks of life, under
the majestic chandeliers of the Taj Crystal Room in
Taj Mahal Palace,Mumbai. Cream Events exclusively
conceptualized, executed and produced the
evening which took place on Dec. 12.
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Launch of India Bike Week
70 EMG and Fox Traveller came together to launch
the first edition of their property, India Bike Week,
an annual festival of bikers, bikes, music and
entertainment on December 5th, 2012 at Olive,
Mumbai. IBW will take place on Feb. 2 and 3 at
Vagator, Goa.

2012 Literary Carnival
closing party
Sula Vineyards hosted the 2012 Literary Carnival
closing party at The Lawn, Mehboob studios on
Dec. 10. The 2012 Literary Carnival saw celebrated
authors, renowned film personalities and social
jet-setters come together to give and take
lessons in language and literature.
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Provogue Maxim
Nightlife Awards
Provogue partnered with Maxim to launch
the first edition of Provogue Maxim Nightlife
Awards on Dec. 3 at F Bar, Mumbai. Also
unveiled at the event was the latest cover of
the Maxim magazine, along with a new Maxim
product titled Raven. The event was managed
by 7 Oceans Entertainment.

The Navy Ball 2012
The Navy Ball 2012, a ball for naval officers and
their wives, took place at the Varuna Naval
Officers’ Mess in Delhi and the Western Naval
Officers’ Mess in Mumbai on Dec. 8. The event
was conceptualized, designed and executed by
Convergence Events Pvt. Ltd.
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Stomp
Conceptualized and produced by Wizcraft
International Pvt. Ltd., Stomp, an electronic dance
music festival took place at the CH&FC grounds in
Colombo, Sri Lanka, on Dec. 8 and 9. The two-day
long celebration featured well known artists Above
& Beyond, DJs and bands with
cutting-edge production.
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Corporate Talent
Championship 2012
The championship culminated with its grand
finale on Dec. 14 at Rang Sharda Bhavan,
Mumbai. CTC, which is a competition to find
the best acting, singing and dancing talents
from the corporate world, was launched by
engage4more.
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Colors Golden Petal
Awards 2012
The second edition of the awards took place
on Dec. 3 at the MMRDA Grounds in Mumbai.
The whole show was executed by Cineyug
and attended by 1500 people. There were
performances by Salman Khan, Anil Kapoor,
Madhuri Dixit, Malaika Arora Khan, etc.
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Classifieds
NeoNiche Integrated Solutions
Pvt. Ltd.

R2S Events Inc

Positions:

Positions:

Positions:

Manager -Client Servicing
Manager -Operations
Deputy Manager -Operations
Manager –Response Management
Graphic Designer / Visualizer
Web Designer / Developer

Manger - Business Development - Corporate
/ Social Events (4 Nos)
Manager Sales & Client Servicing - SOCIAL
EVENTS (8 positions)
Manager Sales & Client Servicing CORPORATE EVENTS (8 positions)
Manager operations - EVENTS (4 positions)
Graphic Designer / Visualiser - EVENTS (3
positions)

Location: Mumbai

Location: New Delhi

Account Director
Account Associate Director
Manager Marketing
Assitant Manager Marketing
Business Head
3D Creative Designer

Location: Mumbai
Mail CV at

Mail CV at

Mail CV at

prashant@greenchili.in

hrd@neonicheintegrated.com

atul.kumar@r2sonline.com

Red Entertainment Pvt. Ltd.

Event Plus Management Ltd.

TIC- The Innuendo
Communications

Positions:

Positions:

Positions:

Marketing and Client Servicing

Business Development Executive / Client
Servicing

Account Director
Associate Account Director
Manager Marketing
Assistant Manager Marketing
Visualiser
Business Head Marketing

Location: Mumbai

Location: Mumbai

Location: New Delhi

Mail CV at

Mail CV at

Mail CV at

info@redentertainment.in

suril@eventplus.co.in, arif@eventplus.co.in

gargi@tic-india.com
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Green Chili Events Sports
Media Pvt. Ltd.

P R E S I D E N T ’ S

D E S K

New year, newer challenges
It’s that time of the year when one introspects both on a personal and
professional front. However, from the context of this forum, let me stick
to the latter and the areas where we can make a difference in.
In the rough and tumble of it, for sure we know all about the industry
basics, but to put things in perspective, the potential is huge – and
growing. Ernst & Young’s white paper pegged the industry at Rs. 2,700
crore and this does not include the grey market.
With greater growth must come greater responsibility; more so, because
we are dealing with a far more educated, exposed and demanding
consumer. Long gone are the days when the client dismissed events
and promotions as the domain of the advertising industry. We have
earned our own distinct identity, but brand managers are savvier than at
any time in the past. Significantly, they are also acutely cost-conscious.
Yes, the potential exists, but so do the challenges which aren’t such a
bad thing after all because challenges will lead us to better solutions.
It’s best to be kept on our toes than risk stagnation and complacency.
It’s still not all milk and honey, though. The broad-based economy is
once again in the throes of uncertainty, both domestically and globally.
We all know that we are amongst the first to be hit when things go bad.

Brian Tellis, President, EEMA

More than ever, it’s time to ask a few pertinent questions:
Are we only catering to a brand/product or are we responsible to
consumer as well?

For membership and general enquiries on
EEMA, please contact:

Are we in a position to strategise for and with the brand and consumer
or are we just executors?

Neha Tandon on:
eventsassociation@gmail.com
admin@eemaindia.com
Mobile : +91 9560712555

Are we willing and in a position to be measured for effectiveness and
hence be accountable?

Publishers for EEMAg:

Are our systems and processes organised enough to catalyse further
growth?

www.eventfaqs.com

For Marketing opportunities in EEMAg,
please contact:
Vishal Nagdev on:
vishal@eventfaqs.com
Mobile: +91 9821224987

How can we attract the best talent to help drive the industry?

Do we believe in our value offering and hence stand by our reward
levels?
Between them, the honest answers will provide the co-ordinates not just
for growth, but also respect and credibility. No longer can we excuse
ourselves as a nascent industry. We’ve long arrived, and it’s time to
make that mind shift.
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Taking small steps to a greener future
The Event and Entertainment
Management
Association
(EEMA) and EVENTFAQS had
joined hands in collaboration
with CSR India to launch an
initiative in July called ‘Small
Steps Towards Sustainability’.
CSR India is a consulting
and
project
management
firm which aims to address
the sustainability challenges
faced by organizations in the
21st century.
The initiative is an ongoing
project that was presented in the same month to the events and experiential marketing industry at EEMAGINE,
EEMA’s annual convention. At the July EEMAGINE, Jitten Veer Bhasin, Managing Partner, CSR India, had
highlighted the acute issues faced by the globe and our economy due to our ecological footprint. He highlighted
that sustainability challenges are being faced equally by every company in the industry, therefore every company
must transcend boundaries of competition and come together on the same platform to jointly address these
challenges.

EC Live Quotient Awards goes green
Taking further the initiative of reducing the events and
experiential marketing industry’s carbon footprint by
taking measures to make events more eco-friendly,
EVENTFAQS took the lead by implementing certain
green steps during the course of the Entertainers
Connect LIVE Quotient Awards 2012, which was held
on Dec. 22 in Delhi NCR.
As part of the initiative, a tree plantation drive will be
held wherein a tree would be planted for each attendee
to the EC LIVE Quotient Awards. Each attendee was
requested to drop their visiting cards in a drop box for
this purpose. The event was made energy efficient by
not using par cans in the stage lighting. The overall
number of lighting equipment for the venue was
reduced to nearly half by optimising the use of the
parcans. Zero parcans were used in the stage set-up.
The use of wasteful material was reduced during the
An initiative of
In association with
course of the setup of the EC LIVE Quotient Awards.
Flex, being one of the biggest banes in terms of
recycling, was avoided by using either a digital medium
to showcase logos or printing on cotton canvases with
bio-degradable colour (canvas available with Visual Graphics, Delhi). Attendees were even requested to hand
over any paper or flex waste they could find at the event venue which would be used as material to create
something by an installation designer for the next EEMAGINE.
www.eventfaqs.com

The use of plastic was also drastically reduced by not using any plastic material in the setup and even the plastic
bottles used for water or soft drinks was gathered and will be recycled with the help of CSR India.
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The Business Of Experiences:
A White Paper for the Indian Events & Activation Industry - Atul S Nath (EVP - EEMA)
It is always an exciting prospect when one chooses an
unchartered course. One of the primary tasks for us in the
events & activation business, has been that of assessing the
industry and charting a way forward. Hence, an white paper
has been a crying need for the longest time. Its a real sense
of achievement for all of us at EEMA to see the white paper
take shape and the findings have thrown up some interesting
statistics and trends which will give direction and purpose to
our industry going forward. Some excerpts of the white paper.
SIZE AND GROWTH PROSPECTS
The organized portion of the Indian events and Activation
industry is estimated at around INR 2,800 crore in 201112. The industry has grown at over 2- percent during
the last two years and is expected to grow to INR 4,375
crore by 2013-14. There is a large unorganized events
and activation sector as well, which could be as large or
even larger than the organized portion of the industry.
While managed events and activation form the core services
provided, intellectual properties have been developed and
exploited by only a few companies. However, going forward,
industry leaders are of the opinion that growth will be driven
by development of IP around Sports, Digital Activation and
properties which target rural audiences. Marketers plan to
increase the proportion of their BTL spends from 17.8% today
too 19.6% by 2013-14. Most event companies are profitable
and expect to maintain their profitability, over the near future.
STRENGTHS AND AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT
The key strengths of the Indian events and activation
industry are the ability to “get things done” under adverse
circumstances, execution creativity, an efficient cost
base and a strong vendor base across price points.
Growth can be stimulated if certain issues such as
onerous regulations aroundpermissions, a plethora of
taxes (particularly entertainment tax), inadequate events
infrastructure, transparency of costs and the absence
of a universal standard for demonstration for return on
investment are addressed. Te industry needs to own, in
whole or in part, rights to intellectual properties to protect
against economic downturns and maintain a stable top line.
TALENT
Payroll comprises 13% of total costs, which is higher than
other segments of the indian media and entertainment sector.
These costs are expected to remain disproportionately
high until issues related to the lack of skilled talent, high
attrition rates and absence of adequate education options
are addressed.

THE TRANSACTIONS OPPORTUNITY
The events and activation industry in India has seen the
lowest transactions activity among all segments of the
media and entertainment sector, due to its small size, highly
persondependent nature and absence of bankable IP. As
companies grow and cross the INR 100 crore size, bring
about increased transparency, build niche capabilities and
become more corporatized, this is set to change. While, in the
near term, mergers and acquisitions (M&As) are likely to be
funded through internal accruals, private equity and strategic
investors can be interested in the medium and long term.
DEMONSTRATING RETURN ON INVESTMENT (ROI)
Most marketers we interacted with indicated that they are
likely to increase their expenditure on events and activation
if the return on their spends could be demonstrated to their
CEOs in a standard manner. However, due to the unique
nature of each event, their is no universally accepted
standard today to measure return on events and activation
spends. The industry needs to define standards to
measure performance against key client expectations (for
example sales, trial, awareness, database creation, etc.)
and implement the same uniformly to increase marketer
confidence. The important of building communities, rather
than conducting flash-in-the-pan events for advertisers, will
help generate increased events and activation revenues.
REGULATORY WISH LIST
There is need to rationalize state taxes, mainly
entertainment tax, to a uniform percentage. Entertainment
tax rates are extremely high in some states, which
make events financially unviable. Ticketed events have
fared poorly in India due to high taxes, and there is
a need for a tax waiver / holiday for five years to give a
boost to the live entertainment segment of the industry.
Growth in the live events segment can lead to economic
growth, increased tourism and employment generation.
RISK MANAGEMENT
Most event companies perform some degree of risk
management around properties executed by them, but
many tend to reply on the experience of their teams. Formal
risk assessments (around event objectives, attraction
points and hygiene factors) are seldom performed due
to the increased costs related to the same, which many
sponsors and clients are not willing to bear, but the
events and activation agency is required to manage.
(For your complimentary copy of the complete EEMA-Ernst
& Young White Paper, please email admin@eemaindia.
com)
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EEMA’s South
Factor
The Event & Entertainment
Management Association (EEMA)
organised ‘The South Factor’ from
Sept. 30 to Oct. 2 in Pondicherry,
assembling southern event agencies
in one place. The event gave the
industry members a platform to
network and discuss current trends
and chalk the road ahead for the
south zone of EEMA.
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Catch the exclusive
telecast on UTV Stars
Sat, Jan 19, 22:30 hrs
Tue, Jan 22, 22:30 hrs
For updates on the LIVE entertainment industry log on to
ec.eventfaqs.com

/eventfaqs

